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Foreword
By Josip Pervan, Senior Policy Advisor at IDEAS Centre1
November 2017
When we started collecting ideas about the future of the
multilateral trading system back in the late spring of 2016,
we were not sure how far would they go. After all,
multilateralism was-and still is- in crisis, later on deepened
with the referendum in the UK and the elections in the
USA. Those that were unhappy with the results of the
globalisation raised their voice, joining ones that profited
from the status quo. Together they still form a powerful
alliance that does not consider multilateral negotiations to
be a priority. The plurilateral and mega-deal frenzy was
quickly replaced by a period of uncertainty and a push for
bilateral- winner takes all- deals. It took almost a year to
recover: regional deals talks are being resumed and some
efforts are made to avoid a failure of the 11th Ministerial
Conference of the WTO in Buenos Aires (MC11). If we add
to that the fact that plurilateral approaches are considered
again, we can safely say that global trade talks reboot
period is in full swing.
The articles that follow in this short, but inspirational
collection capture a large spectrum of the problems faced
by the multilateral trading system. Some of our ideas and
approaches are also in this collection, as we wanted to
put

more

emphasis

developing

countries

on

a

with

perspective

of

regard

multilateralism.

to

low-income

Josip Pervan is a former Croatian negotiator and coordinator of the
Recently Aceeded Members group at the WTO, currently working as
Senior Policy Advisor at IDEAS Centre.
1
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Pertinent

issues

such

as

plurilaterals,

e-commerce,

domestic regulation on services, a global response to
protectionism,

agriculture

subsidies

and

trade

and

environment have all been tackled in a thought-provoking
way. Many of essays foresaw what happened after they
were written, confirming the vision of their authors and the
relevance of their thinking. Some of the ideas discussed
might appear not up to date, some are too risky and
challenging,

but

we

believe

that

such

out-of-the-box

thinking is necessary to engage in helping the WTO
wrestle back its natural central position.
IDEAS Centre would like to thank all distinguished authors
that found time in their busy schedules to contribute to
this collection and help us introduce it timely before the
MC11. While nobody expects negotiating miracles from the
MC11, the Conference needs to bring back belief in the
multilateralism. WTO needs to prevail, as it is the only
inclusive system that benefits all. The organisation is in
need of a strong leadership that would be promoting its
centrality. This leadership should be strongly supported
from those who stand to lose the most if the system
becomes

irrelevant-

the

poorer

developing

countries.

Essays in this book give plenty of ideas on how and what
may be done in that respect which is why we believe the
timing of this publication is ideal.
It is sad, and somehow telling that modern, state of the
art agreements on topics that are of interest for the
business community are being discussed in regional and
bilateral trade deals. WTO is no longer at the forefront of
progress- it is mainly recycling well known views and
positions through an agenda that needs an urgent update.

5

The historic conclusion of the TFA Agreement in Bali
shows

that

the

pioneering

spirit

still

lives

at

the

organisation. That spirit has to be promoted again to help
reinvent and reinvigorate WTO to an omnipotent and
relevant global trade authority for the 21st century. Many
ideas from this collection of articles can contribute to help
the WTO achieve the heights it deserves and become the
driver of change again.

As John F. Kennedy once said: “Change is the law of life.

And those who look only to the past or present are
certain to miss the future”.
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Restoring WTO Centrality
By Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Reginald Jones Senior Fellow,
Peterson Institute for International Economics, Washington
D.C
23 Mai 2016

The WTO faces an existential challenge: Will it follow the
path of General Motors or the path of IBM? Faced with
stiff competition from Toyota and other auto makers a
decade ago, GM failed to radically overhaul its business
model. As a consequence, GM went bankrupt in the Great
Recession. By contrast, faced with stiff competition from
Microsoft and Dell, IBM reinvented itself as a software firm,
consigning its roots in mainframe and personal computers
to the history books.
The WTO faces challenges every bit as formidable as
those confronting GM and IBM a decade ago. Regional
trade agreements (RTAs), exemplified by the Trans-Pacific
Partnership

(TPP)

and

the

Trans-Atlantic

Trade

and

Investment Partnership (TTIP), are taking over the WTO’s
mandate as a negotiating forum. In another five years,
these and other RTAs could become the principal sites for
settling

trade

semblance

of

and

investment

centrality,

the

disputes.
WTO

To

restore

needs

a

serious

reinvention. Otherwise its Geneva headquarters might just
as soon become an assisted living facility for aging
ambassadors.
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Negotiating Machinery
Reinvention of the WTO’s negotiating machinery requires
an embrace of conditional MFN 2 plurilateral agreements,
alongside

critical

mass

MFN

agreements.

3

With

that

embrace, the WTO could launch talks on several 21st
century

topics:

investment,

e-commerce,

competition,

state-owned

currency

and

enterprises,

others.

Different

constellations of members could be expected to join the
various subject matter groups. Perhaps the place to start
is

with

a

WTO

embrace

of

the

Trade

in

Services

Agreement – consent by all members to accept the final
TiSA text as a conditional MFN plurilateral agreement akin
to the Government Procurement Agreement.

MFN: Most favored Nation. Most-favored-nation treatment (GATT Article
I, GATS Article II and TRIPS Article 4), the principle of not discriminating
between one’s trading partners (WTO Glossary). (Editor’s note).
3
Pursuant to the author, the notion of "critical mass MFN
agreement" refers to an agreement that has been concluded by a given
number of WTO Members which stand for a high percentage of world
trade in the goods or services concerned, i.e. around 90% of world
trade ("critical mass"), and the tariff reduction/elimination agreed upon
under that agreement is extended to all WTO Members on an MFNbasis. An example for this type of critical mass MFN agreement is the
Information Technology Agreement ("ITA").
Pursuant to the author, the notion of "conditional MFN agreement"
refers to a plurilateral agreement among a given number of WTO
Members which is contained in Annex 4 of the WTO Agreement and the
benefits of which (market access commitments) only apply between and
among the parties to that plurilateral agreement, on an MFN-basis
("conditional" MFN), but not to any other WTO Member which is not a
party to that plurilateral agreement. An example for this type of
conditional MFN agreement is the Government Procurement Agreement
("GPA") in Annex 4 of the WTO Agreement. The author proposes to
proceed in the same manner with TiSA, i.e. as a plurilateral agreement
to be set forth in Annex 4 of the WTO Agreement, the benefits of
which (market access commitments) would apply only to the TiSA
parties but not to WTO Members which are not parties to TiSA. (Editor’s
note).
2
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What’s not to like about this approach? Objections will be
heard,

and

heard

loudly,

developing

countries,

numerical

majority

of

WTO

Many

of

these

membership.

by

from

far

the

countries do not have the capacity

“Whether such plurilateral

accords are reached inside or
outside WTO halls, they will
be concluded.”

to participate in critical mass MFN negotiations, much less
conditional MFN plurilateral agreements. They fear that
plurilateral approach will lead to a change in the WTO
agenda

towards

especially

the

advanced

interests
nations,

of
and

big

trading

that

the

nations,

plurilateral

solutions will then be imposed de facto on medium-size
and small trading nations, especially developing countries.
These fears are not groundless. However, whether such
plurilateral accords are reached inside or outside WTO
halls, they will be concluded. If bargains are done inside
WTO halls, developing countries of all sizes will have at
least some influence on the outcomes. How could they
exert this influence? Here are some illustrative conditions:
First, developing countries could insist that, in order to be
incorporated in the WTO acquis, plurilateral negotiations
should

be

open

to

a

representative

group

of

WTO

members not intending to join the club, such members to
be selected by the Director-General.

“The trick is to somehow

combine the efficiency benefits of
plurilateral accords with the
universality benefits of an
inclusive system.”

Second,

any

features

could

conditional
be

scheduled

MFN
to

expire within a reasonable period of
time, say not more than 10 years,
at

which

10

point

the

plurilateral

agreement would turn like a pumpkin into an unconditional
MFN agreement.
Third, members in a conditional MFN agreement could be
obligated to make a least a modest cut in their average
bound MFN tariff schedules, say one or two percentage
points, as “compensation” to non-members.
Other

conditions

can

be

envisaged.

The

trick

is

to

somehow combine the efficiency benefits of plurilateral
accords

with

the

universality

benefits

of

an

inclusive

system.

Dispute Settlement
The Dispute Settlement Body has been rightly called the
WTO’s “crown jewel”. The DSB requires not reinvention but
rather vigorous expansion. A business analogy can be
found in two coffee shops: Peet’s, founded in Berkeley,
California, and Starbucks, founded in Seattle, Washington.
Both

made

great

espresso

drinks.

But

the

visionary

management of Starbucks transformed the firm into a
global brand, while Peet’s long remained rooted to its
Berkeley base.

“The United States must

In 2016, the DSB ranks as the foremost
international court in the world, having

take the lead in providing
needed funds.”

expeditiously resolved around 500 cases in two decades.
But WTO leaders should seize on this success to enlarge
on the scope of the DSB’s fine work. The most urgent
need

is

MONEY.

The

DSB

pays

meager

salaries

to

Appellate Body (AB) members (all top-flight lawyers) and
panelists, and does not have adequate staff to handle the

11

heavy caseload. Additional budget resources of $10 million
annually would go far to help. The United States must
take the lead in providing needed funds.
Beyond

immediate

finances,

the

WTO

Director-General

should explore avenues for the DSB to offer its talents, on
a fee-for-service basis, to regional trade agreements that
sensibly decide to use the WTO’s system for settling their
internal disputes – whether those disputes arise under the
terms of the RTA or the terms of the WTO. Provisions of
the two agreements often overlap, and the evolving legal
systems are less likely to generate conflicts if they are
handled under the same roof.
Following a suggestion of Michael Gadbaw 4 , the WTO
should also welcome efforts by private business firms to
insert WTO provisions into their arbitration pacts with
member governments. If that novel idea gains traction,
again the WTO should offer its dispute settlement system
on a fee-for-service basis to adjudicate questions. That
would give the thousands of pages of WTO text and AB
decisions real meaning to firms that conduct business on
a global basis.

Distinguished Senior Fellow, Institute of International Economic Law at
Georgetown Law School, Adjunct Professor of Law. (Editor’s note)
4
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Special and Differential Treatment: A
New Approach May Be Required5
Nicolas Imboden, Executive Director of IDEAS Centre6
November 2017

Special and differential treatment provisions are an integral
part of multilateral trade rules, but have not enabled the
WTO’s poorest member countries to catch up with more
developed countries and fully integrate into the global
trade system. Could a new approach help developing
countries, and especially LDCs, reap more benefits from
international trade?

Special and differential treatment (S&D) has always been
part of the WTO and its predecessor, the GATT. Its aim
has been to help developing countries integrate fully into
the

multilateral

trading

system

by

providing

certain

advantages, tariff preferences, and derogations to foster
their growth and ability to undertake appropriate rules and
obligations.

Such

provisions

continue

to

be

important

instruments of the multilateral trading system. However,
This paper was first published in Bridges Africa, vol. 6, issue 8,
November 2017, pp. 21-24
6
Mr Imboden was previously Senior Vice President of SGS (1999-2002),
a Swiss Government trade and aid official with the rank of an
ambassador (1992-1999), Governor of the regional development banks
(ADB, AFDB, IDB) and Executive Director at the EBRD (1992). He was the
Swiss negotiator for market access and agriculture during the Uruguay
Round negotiations (1987-1992). He also worked in the World Bank
(1978-1982 as Agricultural Economist), OECD (1974-1978 as Researcher
on aid monitoring) and UNDP (1972-1974 as Program Officer in Chad).
5
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time has come to adapt them to the new reality of both
international trade and international politics.
Tariffs in developed countries have decreased dramatically
over the last 30 years, which resulted in the erosion of
preferences

given

to

developing

and

least

developed

countries (LDCs). The result is that LDCs have or will have
very soon virtually the same market access conditions for
their key export products as their biggest, more developed
and

efficient

developing

competitors.
countries

The

–

objective

and

and destination of trade flows
have transformed the negotiation
environment.”

countries7 – space to develop and
their

economic

allowing

“Changes in the composition

especially lower-income developing

strengthen

of

fabric

continues to be valid. Protective tariffs for the local
economy, however, is not the right means to achieve this
goal. A major rethinking of how to realise this objective is
required. This has to include a more pro-active approach
to the negotiating process for lower-income developing
countries,

including

LDCs,

with

a

view

to

actively

participating in defining development-friendly rules rather
than requesting exemptions from rules.
Responding to a changing trade environment
Changes in the composition and destination of trade flows
have transformed the negotiation environment. Emerging
countries

have

replacing,

the

replaced,
traditional

or

are

in

destinations

the
of

process
exports

of

from

By “lower-income developing countries,” I mean countries that fall
within two of the World Bank’s income level categories, namely “lowincome
economies”
and
“lower-middle-income
countries”.
See:
http://bit.ly/2otKj52. Low-income developing countries thus include least
developed countries, but not only.
7
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lower-income developing countries to the developed world.
The

rise

of

free

trade

agreements

(FTAs),

regional

integration agreements, mega deals, and plurilaterals has
also resulted in the increased isolation of LDCs and lowerincome developing countries and the erosion of their
preferences. At the same time, the political mood towards
globalisation in some of the major trade powers has
changed. As a result, the WTO is slowly losing its central
global position in the world trade arena. It is in the
interest of small developing countries and LDCs to help
the WTO regain its pivotal role, as it remains the only
forum where they can successfully defend their interests.
Development is, at least theoretically, the cornerstone of
the Doha Development Agenda (DDA) negotiations. At the
same time, a re-evaluation of the S&D concept has taken
place

both

developed
different

by

developing

countries,
directions.

and

albeit

in

Developing

countries started to question the

“The WTO is slowly losing its
central global position in the
world trade arena.”

economic value of traditional S&D, considering that, given
the evolution of the global economy, those benefits got
more

and

more

eroded.

The

thinking

of

developed

countries evolved in the opposite direction. During more
than 10 years of DDA negotiations, there has been a clear
shift in the attitude of developed countries with regard to
S&D. While all WTO members recognise the specific needs
of LDCs for S&D – although their willingness to make
economically meaningful concessions is less than evident –
, they are not ready to grant S&D to emerging countries,
which have become major trading powers over the last 10
years. There is no category in the WTO that permits
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discrimination between emerging economies and developing
countries which have lower income and the creation of a
new

subcategory

seems

out

of

reach.

There

exists,

therefore, a fundamental stumbling block in the DDA
negotiations on the issue of S&D. New thinking is required
to unlock the situation.
Traditional S&D provisions
It is undeniable that the usefulness of traditional S&D
provisions has eroded due to the evolution of the global
trading

system

conducted

and

today

the

(i.e.

way

towards

international
trade

in

trade

is

components,

through global and regional value chains). The objectives
of S&D are still essential and need to be preserved.
However, the means to achieve those objectives have to
be reassessed.

Preferential market access
Preferential access to markets for developing countries to
assist them in integrating in the world economy remains
an

essential

element

of

the

global

trading

system.

However, the value of the preferences may no longer be
worth the efforts to fulfil the requirements to benefit from
those preferences, such as on rules of origin. Other issues
(such as domestic support in developed and emerging
countries,

standards,

antidumping

and

and

countervailing

duties) have become more relevant

“Tariffs are no longer the major
impediment to market access.”

for LDCs than tariff protection per se.
Duty free quota free (DFQF) market access has been
provided for LDCs exports by the majority of developed
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economies,

as

well

as

by

some

major

developing

countries, 8 for a large number of products. However,
excluded products often feature agricultural goods, textiles,
or footwear, which are sectors where LDCs are competitive.
For example, the US does not provide for the required 97
percent of DFQF coverage and, more importantly, does not
cover certain products of important export interest to LDCs
(textiles and apparel). Due to the high concentration of
LDCs' exports on a small number of products, even a 97
percent DFQF coverage may be meaningless if the most
important export products are not included, which seems
to be the case in the current situation. Moreover, tariffs
are no longer the major impediment to market access.
Non-tariff barriers (NTBs) are much more important. There
are practically no S&D commitments on NTBs. In particular,
despite the WTO’s best-endeavour decisions on preferential
rules of origin for LDCs, rules of origin continue to hamper
exports from developing countries and LDCs and are
undermining existing preference schemes.
Today,

the

growing

demand

for

consumer

goods,

agricultural goods, and industrial inputs (and thus the
future markets) is in emerging countries. South-South trade
offers untapped potential for exports from poor developing
countries

and

fundamental

much

rethinking

higher
of

the

growth

opportunities.

preferential

access

A
to

markets for developing countries, both in terms of content
as well as regarding beneficiaries and preference-granting

Australia, Canada, Chile, China, EU, Eurasian Economic Union, Iceland,
India, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Chinese
Taipei, Tajikistan, Thailand, and the USA
8
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member states, is needed to make this essential tool of
development relevant again.

Exemptions from tariff reduction commitments
Developing

countries,

in

particular

LDCs,

are

often

exempted from commitments to reduce tariffs – or are
allowed to schedule lower reductions. The basic concept
behind

this

approach

is

development

through

import

substitution and the idea that infant industries need time
to

develop

production,

scale-up,

and

become

internationally competitive. While the objective continues to
be valid, the instruments used to achieve this objective
seem no longer efficient or appropriate.

“Developing countries, and

especially LDCs, need policy
space to kick-start their
development.”

The evolution of the global market
requires the integration of different
components into value chains which
are sourced from different parts of
the world where they are produced at

the best value for money. Higher tariffs than competitors’
or protectionist regulations make it difficult for local
producers to integrate into value chains, especially at their
higher ends. A proof that tariff protection of the internal
market is of limited interest to developing countries is the
fact that nearly all of them – and in particular LDCs –
have lower applied tariffs than the ones they are allowed
to have under their WTO commitments (bound tariffs).
There are many other and more efficient ways to achieve
the goals of maintaining a family-based rural development
and developing an industrial base.

Exemptions from international rules
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It has long been widely held that some international trade
rules were too constraining for developing countries (in
particular LDCs) and/or that they were not in line with
their development needs. While it is true that today’s
developed economies enjoyed long and stable periods of
protection of their economies, requesting the same rights
and flexibilities in today’s globalised world is no longer
possible. Using the opportunities of the global economy for
“leapfrogging”
instruments
international

development
and

policies

practices

requires
such

and

other

as

standards,

and

new

accepting

best

embracing

e-

commerce and specialising for the export of niche services
and products that will help developing countries integrate
into global and regional value chains. In this context, S&D
needs to be redesigned so as to meet today’s challenges.
For developing countries and LDCs, this should imply full
adherence to international rules and standards that are
supportive to their development, albeit with transitional
periods and support from more developed economies.
Towards a new approach
Developing countries, and especially LDCs, need policy
space to kick-start their development. This, however, does
not mean exemptions from inadequate rules, but rules that
are

conducive

to

development.

Refusing

to

take

commitments excludes, de facto, LDCs from defining the
rules

that

will

govern

future

trade.

This

means

that

developing countries essentially need three things: (1)
international rules that are development-friendly, (2) time
to adjust to the new rules, and (3) support in setting up
the instruments that will allow them to follow those rules.
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Lower-income developing countries, including LDCs, have a
great interest in participating in the elaboration of rules on
services and e-commerce and should not accept that
those rules are defined without them in plurilaterals. If
plurilaterals – such as TISA – are unavoidable, poorer
developing countries should do everything in their power
to ensure that they are concluded within WTO and not
outside by defining the minimum development principles
that they should follow and by accepting to integrate them
into the WTO framework (through the Annex 4 procedure)
if they follow this set of clearly defined development
principles.
In the run up to the WTO’s Eleventh Ministerial Conference
(MC11) in Buenos Aires, lower-income developing countries
may consider the following approach.
First, their primary objective should be the defence of the
inclusive multilateral trading system, which is under attack
by some big trading powers. Repeating the same old
requests

that

confrontation,

have
not

not

delivered

consensus.

A

so

MC11

far
that

leads

to

provides

justification to the detractors of the inclusive multilateral
trading system, and helps them argue that it is an
ineffective way of negotiating, has to be avoided at all
cost. The world has changed, the process of negotiation
has become more complex, and the WTO is only one of
many fora that are used to defend and promote trade
interests. Developing countries have changed too and
some of them have become major players in the world
economy, creating new opportunities and new threats to
the development of poorer countries. LDCs themselves
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have become more economically diversified and integrated
into the world economy. Developing outside the global
system is no longer an option: all countries are integrated,
in one way or the other, into value chains – LDCs mostly
by providing raw materials, i.e. at the bottom of the value
chain. Their objective is, and has to be, to climb the value
chain and to get a bigger share of the value added.
Second, this changed environment requires new policies
and new approaches. This means that LDCs – and by the
way also their partners – should consider redefining their
negotiating strategies and, with that in mind, adjust their
negotiation positions at the WTO and other regional and
multilateral bodies when it comes to S&D.
S&D

negotiations do not

seem

to

Given that the

be leading

to a

satisfactory outcome for developing countries and LDCs,
some
should

soul-searching
be

done.

and

The

re-consideration

Sustainable

of

positions

Development

Goals

(SDGs) will not be achieved by waiting for S&D to yield
success. Simply restating positions – as justified as they
may be – which have not produced results is not an
option.
Third, to save the system, all members – and in particular
those that depend on the multilateral trading system the
most, i.e. lower-income developing countries – need to take
a pro-active and consensus-oriented approach in Buenos
Aires.
Fourth, to play an active role in the
negotiations,
countries

lower-income

have

commitments

to

developing

accept

commensurate

22

to
with

take
their

“Third, to save the system, all
members need to take a proactive and consensus-oriented
approach in Buenos Aires.”
ability

and

development level. The so-called “round for free” approach
marginalises

them

in

the

negotiations

and

is

not

necessarily the best option for their development
Fifth, lower-income developing countries should vigorously
defend the development objective of the DDA and the
principle that their special needs and limitations should be
taken into account: (1) reaffirming and strengthening the
commitments

taken

in

Hong

Kong,

Bali,

and

Nairobi

remains a priority; and (2) reaffirming the development
objectives of the round is essential.
Sixth, they may want to propose rules that are conducive
to development, including special and differential treatment
provisions that allow them to adopt best practices, rather
than ask for exemptions from rules that are inadequate for
their development needs.
Seventh, rather than refusing to discuss new topics, they
could highlight how, from their perspective, they should be
discussed, and what measures would need to be taken to
ensure that they do not replace negotiations on the
unresolved issues of the DDA. Indeed, the interests of
poorer developing countries in the traditional areas of DDA
should not be neglected.
Finally, lower-income developing countries may consider
accepting plurilateral approaches to the negotiations as a
second best solution – if for no other reason than the
fact that they cannot block them – but insist on how they
should be handled to ensure that development objectives
are not forgotten and that they do not lead to a change
in the objectives of the DDA.
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It is uncertain whether such an approach could really help
salvage MC11 and lead to a reinvigorated new negotiation
round.

It is, however, certain that repeating old positions

will not lead to results. Unless a new approach is tried, we
will never know if it had a chance. There is nothing to be
lost,

as

the

alternative

would

further

undermine

the

inclusive multilateral system and put at risk its pivotal role
as the central rule-making body of international trade
relations.
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A new and heterodox approach to
agriculture subsidies
By Pedro de Camargo Neto, Consultant in trade and
agriculture policy 9
14 June 2016

The Doha Development Agenda (DDA), initiated in 2001,
has development in the name and agriculture in the heart.
Although numerous other non-agriculture issues are also
important items on the agenda, progress in agriculture
negotiations has always been essential for the future of
the WTO. We would have enormous difficulties including
new non-agriculture issues in the multilateral trade rules
system if we are unable to offer a solution for the existing
agricultural

trade

conflicts.

Advancing

on

agriculture

current issues is essential for the strengthening of the
WTO.
The Nairobi meeting allowed solving one of the pillars of
the

agriculture

negotiation.

Let’s

remember

that

this

negotiation was organized on a three-pillar structure during
the

Uruguay

Round

(UR).

Although

the

direct

export

subsidies pillar is now out of our way, much still remains
to be done in the domestic support and market access
Pedro de Camargo Neto is a Brazilian citizen, Dr.Eng. University of
São Paulo; Former President of farmers and agribusiness associations;
Former Secretary of Production and Trade of the Ministry of Agriculture
of Brazil, 2000-2002.
9
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pillars (as well as in some other aspects of export
competition).
It is essential to look back and assess the evolution of
the agriculture negotiations until Nairobi before defining
the potential next step which could take the form of a
heterodox approach to address domestic subsidies.

A necessary historical perspective
The Uruguay Round
Direct export subsidies were central to the difficulties
concluding the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), a major
document approved in Marrakesh in 1994 which embodies

“It is important to acknowledge

that developing countries, largely
dependent on the most protected
agricultural sector, obtained less
for themselves in the AoA.”
same

date:

Property

the

Rights

for many developing countries the
most

important

WTO

document.

Two other major agreements of
enormous
countries

Trade-Related
(TRIPS)

interest
were

developed

approved

Aspects

Agreement

to

and

of

in

the

Intellectual

the

General

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). Both represent
significant

gains

for developed

countries.

We

do

not

underestimate the value of intellectual property rights and
the existence of multilateral rules for services, but it is
important to acknowledge that developing countries, largely
dependent

on

the

most

protected

agricultural

sector,

obtained less for themselves in the AoA. At the same time,
the Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) Agreement has not to
be forgotten and is considered as a progress for all.
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The

important

result

of

the

AoA

was

basically

a

consolidation of the status quo on the issues under
negotiation as it certainly makes setbacks more difficult.
Again we should remember that the levels of authorized
subsidies in the AoA formally remained the same. Customs
barriers were transformed into tariffs and existing flows
accommodated in tariff quotas. The major benefit of the
Agreement was that it provided an excellent basis for
future negotiations to liberalize agriculture. WTO members
recognized this fact and decided to have a permanent
negotiation in agriculture. Developing countries ended up
accepting

the

consensus

with

this

promise

of

future

progress. This was a quarter century ago.
In 1994, direct export subsidies were essential for the
European Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). It would have
been difficult for the European Union (EU) members to
accept an agreement prohibiting direct export subsidies in
Marrakesh. In Nairobi, this important progress got the
support and strong participation of the EU countries
negotiators.
What happened between Marrakesh and Nairobi? Not only
the EU conducted two major CAP reforms, but also it
became clear – at the Cancún Ministerial Conference in
2003

–

that

developing

countries

found

a

common

denominator through the claim for the elimination of
export subsidies. This issue was strongly strengthened by
the initiative of four African cotton producing countries –
Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad and Mali, dubbed as the
Cotton-4 (C-4) – which combined their efforts to eliminate
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predatory competition in the international trade of this
product.

The Doha Round
The Doha Round of trade talks was

“The European Union

initiated in Qatar in December 2001

negotiators realized in Cancún
the potential cost of another
rupture in a ministerial
meeting.”

and was impacted by the terrorist
act of September 11. Since then, it
always

walked

with

difficulty.

The

creation of the G-20 10 in 2003 in Mexico stunned the
developed countries which did not believe the group would
perpetuate and strengthen. During the Cancún Ministerial
Conference, parallel problems in other outstanding issues
worsened

and

the

meeting

was

aborted

without

any

agreement and presented as a failure.
Far

from

being

a

failure,

Cancún

induced

a

major

transformation. The absence of any agreement and a
rupture in the consensus-building process led to an EU
meeting in Ireland a few months later announcing the
Union was ready to eliminate direct export subsidies,
although not unilaterally. At that time, this instrument was
still an essential element in their management of surplus
production.

G-20: Coalition of developing countries pressing for ambitious reforms
of agriculture in developed countries with some flexibility for developing
countries (not to be confused with the G-20 group of finance ministers
and central bank governors, and its recent summit meetings). Issues:
Agriculture
WTO members (23): Argentina, Plurinational State of Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, China, Cuba, Ecuador, Egypt, Guatemala, India, Indonesia, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, Tanzania,
Thailand, Uruguay, , Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Zimbabwe. Source:
WTO. (Editor’s note)
10
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The European Union negotiators realized in Cancún the
potential cost of another rupture in a ministerial meeting
because of an issue where local support was far from
unanimous. Abandoning export subsidies, a policy with very
low local support in any country, was politically much less
costly than accepting an agreement which lowered tariff
barriers or jeopardized a policy of safety net for small
farmers.
The Nairobi breakthrough deserves to be valued as it
occurred after decades of negotiation. It also taught us a
lesson: a small step forward is better than nothing or even
than steps backwards as it seems to be happening. It
became also evident that the negotiation framework of
Doha Round is no longer acceptable to some members of
the WTO. However, the themes of the DDA remain valid,
particularly those related to agriculture.

The mega regional agreements

“A multilateral agreement in

market access now would dilute
gains negotiated under the mega
regional agreements.”

With

the

ministerial

meeting

in

Geneva in 2008, the US and the EU
realized that they could no longer
impose a consensus as it was the

case during the UR. Blair House agreements 11 were no
longer possible. The US and the EU

immediately started

developing an alternative strategy of negotiating trade
issues of interest to them, while ignoring or nearly so, the
Geneva meetings. This led to the start of negotiation of

In November 1992, the US and EU settled most of their differences
on agriculture in a deal known informally as the “Blair House accord”.
Source: WTO. (Editor’s note).
11
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two

major

regional

agreements:

the

Trans-Pacific

Partnership (TPP) which brings together 12 highly relevant
countries in the Pacific region and the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the
EU.
The direct impact of these mega regional agreements on
WTO and on developing countries is immense. If and when
successful, the new themes being negotiated in these
agreements will certainly be brought to Geneva. The fact
that better market access between these countries is a
component of such agreements makes market access
negotiations even more complex in the WTO. A multilateral
agreement

in

market

access

now

would

dilute

gains

negotiated under the mega regional agreements.
These major agreements go beyond tariff reductions and
trade preferences as they also include a large set of rules
for new issues such as investment, labor relations, and
intellectual
difficulties

property.
in

Although

Parliaments,

ratification

these

still

agreements

–

faces
once

accepted – will provide the direction for international trade
issues. Certainly these are the new themes that the
developed countries will bring to Geneva after arguing in
Nairobi

that

the

2001-designed

Doha Round was no longer in line
with

the

realities

of

the

global

market.
It is up to developing countries to

“Export subsidies are certainly

not the biggest or most
important inequity in agriculture
trade but one that long ago
should have been solved.”

keep alive the still important issues of the Doha Round.
The Nairobi Ministerial Conference showed that support for
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export subsidies was not strong enough to avoid strict
disciplines. Export subsidies are certainly not the biggest or
most important inequity in agriculture trade but one that
long ago should have been solved. Export subsidies for
manufactured goods were prohibited decades ago.
No argument related to food security or safety net for
small farmers can provide justification for this type of
policy. It is just a simple way for rich countries to dump
undesirable

surplus

on

the

international

market.

This

dumping of surplus production distorts prices; unfairly
occupies markets segments; and limits production, export
and growth in the developing countries.
After the Doha Round derailed in 2008, negotiating the
domestic subsidies pillar as we have been trying for
decades has become even more complex. At that time,
negotiations

were

directed

to

cuts

on

maximum

authorization provided in the AoA and negotiating new
rules that would hamper the box shifting among different
types of subsidies, especially the green box where there is
greater freedom because of less distortion in the markets.
The accession of China increased difficulties in negotiating
domestic subsidies as it has significantly expanded its
agricultural subsidies with little transparency. India also
increased subsidies and obtained at the Bali Ministerial
Conference (2013) a "waiver” to further expand subsidies
for a food stockholding program related to food security
purposes. The Nairobi meeting brought no definite solution
to this issue. As said, negotiating the domestic subsidies
pillar remains very difficult. As this issue remains of
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tremendous importance for developing countries, including
the poorest, pressure on agriculture negotiations cannot be
reduced: moving backwards would be unacceptable.

A new approach to agriculture negotiations

“The control has to be changed
at the country border, not only
at the level of the budget.”

The negotiation process must be
changed. The change should not
be

radical

more

but

pragmatic

should
and

allow

a

consensus-

oriented approach to this very topic that we have been
negotiating for so long: subsidies reduction. The current
existing limits should be maintained. The reduction should
be carried out not through cuts on the limits established
in the AoA but by evaluating the effects of subsidies in
increasing production that reaches the international market.
The control has to be changed at the country border, not
only at the level of the budget.
In this new essential phase which represents the next small
step forward, countries that do not export a particular
product could keep their limits authorized in the AoA
without any cuts. Countries wishing to export should be
prohibited from using domestic subsidies that distort trade
within the AoA rules.
The

remainder

of

domestic

subsidies,

and

agriculture

market access, should temporarily be left behind. This is
essential and also represents a radical change. It is
necessary to define the next step forward in a simple and
understandable way.
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What is temporarily left behind can
be seen as two sides of the same
coin: some countries protect their
farmers

through

tariffs;

others

“What we need are new rules

that clarify what the
international market needs to be
free from subsidies distortions.”

maintain low tariffs, but guarantee the ability of their
producers to compete with foreign production through
subsidies. In the first case, consumers compensate for the
lower efficiency of their farmers. In the second case, tax
payers pay the subsidies. Reasons to protect farmers are
numerous and often relevant and legitimate. This is the
reason why negotiating liberalization of agricultural markets
is so difficult.
Export subsidies, either direct or indirect through domestic
support, are unjustifiable. Addressing them was therefore a
clear priority, which has been solved in Nairobi as far as
direct subsidies are concerned. We should now face the
issue of indirect export subsidies 12 . We cannot make
progress on other issues without addressing this serious
inequity. We should also remember that the cotton issue,
which remains a unique political initiative that included a
specific request on a specific product in the negotiation
agenda,

has

still

not been solved.

In cotton,

export

subsidies are not the issue: the injury the poor developing
countries

suffer

international

is due

market

to subsidies

although

that distort

classified

as

the

“domestic”

support.

Domestic subsidies that allow farmers to produce and export
agricultural products, although they are not competitive, can and should
be considered as export subsidies for the part of the production that is
exported.
12
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Subsidies

“Building consensus is

that

cause

injury

are

theoretically already prohibited or at least

completely different from
building a majority.”

capped but curtailing their negative effects
requires a deeper analysis of causes and

effects. The WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism is neither
enough to bring credibility to the system nor a credible
alternative for many developing countries. What we need
are new rules that clarify what the international market
needs to be free from subsidies distortions. The cotton
dispute between Brazil and the US proved how difficult it
is to eliminate injury through the WTO dispute system,
even for a product that already has a negotiating subcommittee and

is supported

by

the politically strong

Cotton Initiative.
We need rules that work for cotton and other products,
rules that inhibit trade distortions in the international
market

independently

of

the

name

and

theoretical

objective of a subsidized domestic policy.

Simplification and focus
Let’s be focused. Let’s bring agriculture to the level of
manufacturing. This is essential for the credibility of the
multilateral
challenge

system. We
of

preparing

can then face
WTO

for

the

the
future

enormous
and

the

pressures it already faces. If we are unable to eliminate
this inequity, which has no strong support even within the
countries using this policy instrument, we will not succeed
including in dealing with other agriculture issues. We will
face other Bali type of ministerial conferences.
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Building consensus is completely different from building a
majority. We are much more accustomed to building
simple or even qualified majorities in which groups that
are not part in the majority can largely be ignored. A
majority is constituted by attracting members and trading
interests of the sub groups to the point you need to
obtain approval. Everyone in the
majority feels they are better off in
the

constructed

group

than

outside.
Building

a

participation

consensus
of

every

requires
one.

This

“We should identify the level of

resistance and all the countries
that continue to destroy the
international markets and
hamper development and growth
opportunities in developing
countries.”

does not mean that everyone is
happy but that everyone believes that the consensus
obtained is better than a rupture, as there is no minority
group excluded, even if unhappy. In a WTO ministerial
meeting a breakdown is characterized by the absence of a
consensus declaration. This is indeed difficult, but it is the
only way to preserve an inclusive rules-based system. A
final breakdown would be extremely costly and lead to a
segmented world divided in rich and poor countries. This
is not the world we want to leave to our children, nor is it
a sustainable world order. We all have to do what it takes
to avoid such an outcome. We had a breakdown in
Cancún followed by a meaningless consensus of good
intentions in Hong Kong. The Geneva failure in 2008
derailed the Doha Round and we had to wait for Bali to
get a consensus. The Bali consensus came under the
threat that WTO was becoming irrelevant, which was an
understandable

argument,

although

polemic.

The

negotiating environment in Indonesia was created by the
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TPP and TTIP agendas. Bali delivered the Trade Facilitation
Agreement (TFA) – a good achievement but a developed
countries’

priority

–

and

the

promise

of

substantive

agriculture negotiations in the future. This commitment was
not fully delivered. The Nairobi consensus gave us a small
but important step forward.
Is it feasible to build a consensus that would eliminate
domestic

support

that

amounts

to

indirect

export

subsidies? It is certainly not trivial. Let’s be bold. It is
possible

if

a

majority

of

members

focuses

and

concentrates on this issue, leaving other issues aside for
the moment. We should identify the level of resistance and
all the countries that continue – because of domestic
support

to

their

export

products

–

to

destroy

the

international markets and hamper development and growth
opportunities in developing countries, especially in low
income countries that cannot afford to subsidize their own
farmers.

Subsidies

are

unjustifiable,

whatever

their

classification. Focus is essential to concentrate on existing
resistances. Too many issues make it too easy to hide
unjustifiable

resistance

behind

“Let’s be focused: one step at a

the complexity of the topics.
A potential future breakdown of
the negotiations would send to

time, equal trade terms in the
international market first, and
now.”

the world – and more important to the citizens of the
countries responsible for the lack of consensus – the
signal that their negotiators continue to defend the ability
to swamp the international market with surpluses thereby
jeopardizing growth and development in less fortunate
developing countries. Such a position would be untenable
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and constitute a high cost for them. Hopefully the cost will
be too high to bear thereby contributing building the
necessary consensus.

Conclusion: A small step forward
This proposal would not solve all problems related to
distortion in agriculture. We would continue to face the
challenge

of

reducing

trade

distortions

in

agriculture

domestic markets. The mega regional trade agreements
already under negotiation, if successful, should also deliver
some results in market access. Although these mega
agreements go beyond trade preferences, they include
tariff reductions for some agricultural products. Diluting
these lower tariff gains obtained in TPP and TTIP, in a
multilateral agreement, has become even more difficult.
As mentioned before, the elimination of direct and indirect
export subsidies does not solve all the problems. Inequality
in agricultural trade would remain. But it would be a very
important

step

to

link

agriculture

much

closer

to

manufacturing. Facing another ministerial conference with
the same and numerous conflicts as we had to deal with
in the past, will probably take us to another breakdown, or
worse than that, a meaningless consensus declaration. We
immediately need change so that developed countries
understand where we are heading, giving them time to
prepare for the change.
Let’s be focused: one step at a time, equal trade terms in
the international market first, and now.
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Agriculture as key and obstacle to a
successful MC-11. A food security
approach
Nicolas Imboden
November 2017

I.
In

Introduction
the

times

where

globalization

and

the

multilateral

trading system represented by the WTO are threatened by
bilateralism and protectionism, it is essential that the MC11

delivers.

We

have

to

address

the

challenge

the

multilateral system faces and transform this challenge into
an opportunity to adapt the multilateral rules to the
changes that have taken place both in the economic as
well as in political environment.
As agriculture in general – and food security and SSM in
particular – have become, for most WTO members,

the

litmus test of the willingness of WTO members to address
the major DDA issues, the MC-11 has to have concrete
results in these areas to ensure that progress in the other
areas could also be possible.
To get out of the present deadlock of the agricultural
negotiations we have to consider a new approach by
concentrating on the main issues member countries face
in agricultural trade. This could be done by defining the
principles that will have to be followed to come to a
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consensus agreement following MC-11 and some limited
short

term

measures

that

might

be

considered

to

implement those principles.
II.

Basic principles and issues in agriculture

The following principles might be considered for adoption
by the Ministers in Buenos Aires to jump start the
agricultural negotiations:

1. Any member country has a right to have an agricultural
sector for various non-economic objectives such as
food security, environment, and social issues.
This right to agriculture should be acceptable to all
member countries as it is already largely covered in the
preamble of the AoA. In addition this right was implicitly
recognized in the AoA by creating the green box support
which

is

distorting.

unlimited

and

However,

considered

to

be

minimally

experience

“To get out of the present

with this solution has shown major

deadlock of the agricultural
negotiations we have to consider
a new approach.”

shortcomings.
The present system (green box,

blue box, amber box and de minimis) allows member
countries

who

have

the

resources

(developed

and

emerging countries) to distribute widely subsidies to their
farmers without due concern about the benefits of those
subsidies

to

the

attainment

of

the

non-economic

objectives. Given the high amounts of such subsidies, those
countries are nearly completely protecting their internal
markets from foreign competitors in complete disregard of
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the

comparative

negatively

the

advantage

argument.

development

of

the

This

poorer

affects

developing

countries by depriving them from markets in which they
could exploit their comparative advantage.
Many products which are exported by farmers in highly
(and legally) subsidized WTO member countries influence
both:
-

The international market by depressing the prices of
agricultural goods and by driving out of the market
competitors from member countries which do not
benefit of such subsidies. Indeed, some of such
domestic support (whether green, blue or amber or
de minimis) may be considered as export subsidies
as a major part of their production is exported;

-

The development of the agricultural sector in poorer
developing countries (and thus their food security)
where small family farmers cannot compete with
subsidized industrial farmers in the North and in
emerging countries.

“While de jure they have the same

While de jure they have the same
rights and plenty of possibilities to
support

their

developing
the

countries

financial

capacity
therefore

farmers,

to

nor

suffer

have

the

take

poorer
neither

institutional

advantage
a

de

facto

of

rights and plenty of possibilities to
support their farmers, poorer
developing countries have neither the
financial nor the institutional
capacity to take advantage of
them.”
them.

Their

discrimination

farmers
that

the

multilateral system has to address.
-

The system has to acknowledge this inequality
of treatment and attempt to find a solution that
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allows

all

countries

to

defend

their

basic

agricultural structure.
The pursuit of non-economic objectives by one of
the member countries cannot impose a cost to
other

member

countries

by

denying

them

the

benefits of the concessions made in the AoA:
The

right

agricultural

to

pursue

policies

is

non-economic
not

unlimited.

objectives
Those

with

objectives

cannot be pursued by putting a cost or burden on other
member countries.
The AoA wanted to solve this issue by defining least
distorting

subsidies,

which

certainly

was

a

progress.

However, the massive shift of subsidies from one box to
another and the fact that the simultaneous use of green
box measures and of more trade distorting measures have
substantially distorted international markets. Moreover, the
concentration of allowed support (green or de minimis) on
a few products has had as an effect that other member
countries were deprived of their possibility to benefit of
market opening concessions.
 The multilateral legal system has to acknowledge
that the present system is not sufficient to
protect poorer developing countries from the
negative

effects

of

richer

countries

(whether

developed or not) subsidizing their agriculture.
Poorer developing countries have to be given
the instruments to defend both their internal
market as well as their exports from competition
by countries that subsidize their agriculture.
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2. Any

net food

importing poorer developing country

should have the right to implement policies for their
staple food to ensure that its population has access to
basic food crops through the development of the
production of those crops in the country.
Many poorer net food importing countries, especially in
Africa,

have

large

unused-

or

underused

agricultural

potential both in terms of land and manpower. Their food
security necessarily has to have as a prime element the
increase of productivity and production of their farm
sector. This, however, does not mean that a food selfsufficiency policy should be followed: food security cannot
efficiently be achieved through self-sufficiency. However,
any

country

should

have

the

right

to

promote

the

production of basic food staples (i) by limiting the risks of
small farmers and consumers through special measures
which limit price volatility; (ii) by stockpiling of basic food
staples at prices of market predictions at the time of
planting and (iii) by having access to finances to ensure
that they can import the basic food staples in time of
scarcity of the world market.
 The multilateral legal system should recognize
the right of any net food importing poorer
country to take special measures to encourage
the local production of their staple food crops
(up to a number of x products) as long as it is
not an exporter of those food crops.
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Agricultural exporters and importers have equivalent
rights and obligations.
Agricultural exporters have an interest that food importing
countries keep their markets as open as possible. Food
importing countries need assurances that they can import
their staple food in times of scarcity, if they are to avoid
a policy of self-sufficiency. Export bans and restrictions
have discouraged member countries to keep their markets
open. It is therefore in the interest
of

both

exporting

members

to

disciplines

and

importing

strengthen
concerning

the
export

“Agricultural exporters have an
interest that food importing
countries keep their markets as
open as possible.”

restrictions.
 New

disciplines

are

required

to

ensure

an

adequate distribution of food availabilities in
times of scarcity.

3. Agricultural rules, as any other rules, should fully
respond to the MC-10 decisions that the development
interests of poorer developing countries should have
priority.
The Ministers have agreed that development should remain
at

the

center

of

the

WTO

negotiations.

Small,

but

significant steps with development focus should be made
allow taking first decisions which show that WTO members
are serious about reforming agricultural trade. The short
term measures need to address the three issues the
Ministers have required to be addressed in priority in
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agriculture i.e. food security stock piling, SSM and cotton
subsidies. There is considerable disagreement on how
these

three

issues

can

be

addressed

by

the

WTO.

Continuing to negotiate those issues on the basis of the
past approach seems to be fruitless. A new approach is
needed. A partial solution to these issues may be possible
if we take a food security approach for net food importing
poorer developing countries.
If stockpiling for food security is considered within an
overall framework of food security, this can allow us to
find a solution for net food importing poorer developing
countries. It can be done by embedding food stockpiling
into an overall food security policy and limiting their
application to basic staple foods and products which are
not exported.
If SSM is considered in the context of food security and
the

need

productivity

to
in

develop

the

poorer

net

agricultural
food

production

importing

and

developing

counties this could allow us to find partial solutions to
this issue. This can be done by considering the SSM as a
means for poorer developing countries to limit the volatility
of agricultural products both for their producers as well as
consumers, while fully respecting the evolution of prices on
the global market.
Limiting export restriction measures to importing countries
that are the most affected by those measures i.e. the net
food importing poorer countries may allow having strict
disciplines that are not realistic if they have to be applied
towards all importing countries.
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 Food

security

in

poorer

net

food

importing

countries may be used to identify consensus
oriented

first steps to address the issues of

food stock piling and SSM which are considered
by many WTO members as blocking advances in
the overall DDA negotiations.

4. All WTO members have to contribute according to their
abilities to find solutions that are able to advance the
WTO negotiations.
Net food importing poorer developing countries have to
contribute

their

negotiated.

part to

They

have

find
to

solutions

show

their

to

the

issues

attachment

to

multilateral rules by accepting to take obligations. Their
commitments should be adapted to the development needs
of

their

agricultural

commitments

those

sector.
countries

There
may

are

many

consider

WTO

taking

to

promote their agricultural development covering goods,
services, TRIMS and intellectual property rights.

Each

country should be allowed to take those commitments
which are

the

most adapted

to

the

needs

of

their

agricultural sector.
 Net food importing poorer developing countries
would submit a list of commitments they are
willing and able to undertake in order to benefit
of special measures to be designed in their
favor.
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III.

Short term measures for adoption at the MC-11
that

might

be

considered

to

implement

those

principles
The

following

considered

for

measures/actions/decisions
the

MC-11

to

fulfill

the

might

be

requirements

outlined above:

“Poorer net food importing
developing countries have a
great underutilized
agricultural potential.”
agricultural

Poorer net food importing developing
countries, in particular in Africa, have a
great underutilized agricultural potential.
Their main objective is to increase their

production

through

the

increase

of

the

productivity of their small farmers. To allow small farmers
to develop their agricultural production according to their
comparative advantage, it is essential:
-

To grant them some stability in the prices of
staple food;

-

To assure that they have access to foreign
markets on a fair basis;

-

To ensure that they do have access to basic
food staples in times of scarcity at prices they
can afford.

At the MC-11, members may consider adapting the AoA to
take into account the evolution of the world market and
to

create

an

resource-rich,
agricultural

enabling
developing

potential

advantage by ensuring

environment
countries

according

to

for
to

poorer,
develop

their

but
their

comparative

that (i) industrial crops on which

small farmers depend have a level playing field on the
international market; (ii) the local staple food production is
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not hampered by subsidized imports from abroad; (iii)
farmers are not exposed to undue risks due to the price
volatility of staple food and that (iv) farmers do have
access to the required staple food in times of scarcity.
The approach taken is one of incremental steps towards
an international environment conducive to the development
of agricultural production in poorer net food importing
countries

fully

advantage

in

taking

advantage

sustainable

of

their

agricultural

comparative

production.

It

is

proposed to build upon the decision taken in Nairobi by:
-

Simplifying

and

strengthening

the

notification

system of domestic support measures in WTO;
-

Building on the success of disciplining export
subsidies

through

the

enlargement

of

the

concept of export subsidies to domestic support
for products which are largely exported;
-

Concentrating

the

objective

of

food

security

towards those who need it most i.e. poorer net
food importing developing countries to address
the issue of food stocking for food security
purposes and the SSM geared

1. Simplification and strengthening

of the notification

system of domestic support:
Negotiations in agriculture have been hampered by the
inadequacy

of

notification

of

domestic

support

in

agriculture. The AoA has made a valid attempt to minimize
the impact on trade of domestic support by creating a
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classification

of

support

measures.

However,

the

complication of the system and the reluctance of members
to keep their notification up to date have made the
negotiations on agricultural support very complicated. As
the reduction of domestic support seems to be out of
reach at this MC, it is proposed to strengthen and simplify
the notification procedures in the following way:

“Domestic support in favor of

- All

products which are exported
have a similar distorting effect
on international markets as
export subsidies.”

required

member
to

countries

notify

all

are

current

domestic support under the overall
measure of OTDS;
- Members

are

required

to

notify OTDS/product for the major staple products
of

the

net

food

importing

poorer

developing

countries as well as for products for which exports
account for

x% of production;

- The Chairman of the agricultural committee will
publish the list of all member countries which are
one

year

/18

months

developed/emerging

late

in

counties

notifications
and

for

for

other

developing countries respectively;
- Net food importing poorer countries are exempted
from this discipline for all products which are not
exported.

2. Building on the results of export disciplines adopted
in Nairobi.
Domestic support in favor of products which are exported
have a similar distorting effect on international markets as
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export subsidies.
proposed

to

To avoid hidden export subsidies it is

design

disciplines

that

would

make

it

impossible to circumvent the system and, at the same
time, pay special attention to the interests of the poorer
net food importing developing countries. The following
disciplines may be discussed:
1. OTDS/product for products for which exports
account for x % of local production would be
frozen at current levels;
2. Member

countries

would

contribute

to

an

international fund to be managed by the World
Bank,

the

amount

equivalent

to

the

OTDS

payments provided to major export crops which
are essential for export revenues of net food
importing poorer developing countries. This fund
should be distributed according to the exports
of those countries on the international market
and to be used to assist the farmers in those
countries;
3. Net food importing poorer developing countries
would be allowed to levy special tariffs on
imports

of

major

staple

foods

into

their

countries to remedy the amount of the OTDS
granted by the exporting countries without any
conditions.

3. Special

measures

to

developing countries:
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promote

food

security

in

To fulfill the mandate of the Ministers given in Nairobi
the following measures may be envisaged:
- Any food acquisition program for stockpiling that
promises the farmers at the planting of food crops
a fixed price according to the international market
price forecast at harvest time will not be considered
as a subsidy;
- Provided that the acquisition of food crops does
not exceed x% of local production and that the
acquisition program is limited to staple food and
small

farmers,

any

price

support

will

only

be

calculated according to the amount of food bought;
- Specific disciplines will have to be elaborated to
avoid

that

food

stocks

are

used

to

subsidize

exports of staple food,
- Net food importing poorer developing countries,
which do not have the administrative capacity to set
up insurance schemes for farmers, as they do exist
in

developed

counties

and

more

advanced

developing countries, will have the right to minimize
annual variations of staple food prices for farmers
and

consumers

to

x

%/year

for

staple

food

products by:
o

Imposing an SSM if and when prices in
the international market are lower than x
% compared to the average import price
the year before;

o

Subsidizing the internal price (using the
World Bank Fund mentioned above) if the
consumer price exceed x% compared to
the last year.
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4. Export restrictions

-

All countries accept the obligation of excluding
LDCs and food aid deliveries from any temporary
export ban. LDCs are exempted from this discipline.

-

All countries reimburse LDCs for the export taxes
that they might impose for food security reasons in
the amount of LDCs’ imports from the country
imposing the export taxes.

-

Any export restriction will be notified to the CoA
within 90 days and its duration will be limited to a
maximum of one year. If a Member country does
not notify an export restriction within 90 days, it is
deemed to be an actionable protectionist measure.
If an export restriction is notified within 90 days,
the

CoA

may

object

to

the

notified

measure

through a decision taken by a three-fourths majority
of its members.

5. Contribution

of

the

net

food

importing

poorer

developing countries to a successful outcome of
MC11
There is a general agreement among WTO Members that
poorer developing countries should not be required to take
new obligations as a result of the Doha Development
Agenda. This principle is flawed as it excludes those
countries

from

international

negotiations

trade.

What is
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and

marginalizes

required

are

them

in

development

friendly rules which are in line with their development
needs rather than to have exemptions to general rules
which are not conducive to their development. Poorer
developing countries need competition in their markets to
ensure efficiency, they need investments and technology to
increase the productivity and they need efficient services
(input supplies, extension and marketing) to be costeffective.
They therefore may want to consider contributing on a
voluntary basis – without prejudice to the principle that
poorer developing countries are not required to undertake
any

commitments

Ministerial

–

to

Conference

the

success

by

of

offering

the

Eleventh

concessions

commensurate to their capabilities.
Net food importing poorer developing countries would
submit individual submissions of the specific obligations
they are willing and able to take and which are in line
with their development needs.
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Multilateral Rules on Domestic
Regulation of Services are Necessary for
Sustainable Development
Dr Christian Pitschas, LL.M., Geneva*
17 November 2017

Introduction
Domestic regulation of services matters for sustainable

development. 13 The link between domestic regulation of
services and sustainable development is acknowledged by
the UN 2030 Agenda which states that “good governance
and the rule of law […] are essential for sustainable
development”.14 The rule of law and its related principle of
good governance require that any regulation of trade be
consistent with good regulatory practices and due process.
Accordingly, the GATS seeks to ensure that WTO Members’
domestic regulation of services complies with certain good
regulatory

practices

and

due

process

requirements.

15

Conformity with the corresponding GATS disciplines also
helps to ensure that WTO Members’ specific commitments
on

market

access

and

national

treatment

are

not

Independent trade lawyer, based in Geneva (the author can be
contacted at: christian@pitschas.ch).
13
See ICTSD, Advancing Sustainable Development Through Services
Regulation (2017).
14
UN 2030 Agenda, para. 9.
15
See World Trade Report 2012, p. 184.
*
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undermined by overly burdensome or even discriminatory
regulatory measures.16
Subjecting the domestic regulation of services to said
disciplines does not render nugatory WTO Members’ right
to regulate; rather, the GATS disciplines on domestic
regulation would be pointless if WTO Members did not
(continue to) enjoy this right in the first place. In any
event,

WTO

Member’s

right

to

maintaining

“LDCs should welcome the

opportunity to “upgrade” their
domestic regulatory frameworks.”

regulate,

including

existing

and

introducing new regulations, is
explicitly acknowledged in the
GATS preamble.17 Yet the GATS

disciplines on domestic regulation circumscribe the way in
which WTO Members may exercise their right to regulate.
This should not be a fundamental concern to developing
countries and least-developed countries (LDCs), though.
Instead, they should welcome the opportunity to “upgrade”
their domestic regulatory frameworks to the benefit of their
domestic service industries, since such an upgrade will
assist in making the latter more competitive,18 inter alia by
facilitating their integration into regional and global value
chains. Also, signing up to new multilateral rules on
See WTO, Article VI:4 of the GATS: Disciplines on Domestic
Regulation Applicable to all Services (S/C/W/96, 1 March 1999), paras.
9-10.
17
GATS preamble, fourth indent.
18
This has been acknowledged by DG Azevêdo in his recent speech at
the Global Services Summit, where he said with respect to the factors
that are required to boost services in developing countries: “Getting the
right regulatory framework in place is vital as well. And I think that the
multilateral trading system and the WTO have an important role to play
here”
(his
speech
can
be
accessed
at:
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/spra_e/spra_e.htm). See also Roy,
The Contribution of Services Trade Policies to Connectivity in the
Context of Aid for Trade, WTO Staff Working Paper, ERSD-2017-12, 13
September 2017, p. 15 et seq.
16
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domestic regulation of services should make it easier for
developing countries and LDCs to rely on such rules for
their ongoing regional integration efforts. At the same time,
improving the domestic regulatory environment for services
shows

a

commitment

to

observing

good

regulatory

principles which in turn will help attracting (more) foreign
direct investment which is predominantly services-driven.
Negotiating Mandate and Guiding Principles
The disciplines on domestic regulation of services in GATS
Article VI are rather general in nature.19 Therefore, GATS
Article VI:4 confers a specific negotiating mandate on WTO
Members and mandates the Council for Trade in Services
to

“develop

supplement

any

necessary

disciplines”

which

would

the existing ones. While the negotiations on

new disciplines started in 2000 as part of the GATS “inbuilt agenda”, they were subsequently integrated into the
DDA negotiations20 and are conducted within the Working
Party on Domestic Regulation.21
Apart

from

establishing

a

negotiating

mandate,

GATS

Article VI:4 also defines the types of regulatory measures
that come under its negotiating mandate and sets out
certain principles that are to guide WTO Members in
Somewhat more specific disciplines on domestic regulation are set
out in the GATS Annexes on Financial Services and Telecommunications
Services. Also, WTO Members have negotiated disciplines for domestic
regulation of telecommunication services (GATS Reference Paper on
Telecoms, which is implemented by those WTO Members that have
added the relevant disciplines, partially or fully, to their schedules of
specific commitments) and accountancy services (the latter have not yet
entered into force, though).
20
Doha Work Programme (WT/MIN(01)/DEC/1, 20 November 2001),
para. 15
21
See WTO, Disciplines on Domestic Regulation Pursuant to GATS
Article VI.4 (June 2011), para. 14.
19
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developing

new

disciplines.

The

regulatory

measures

covered by the negotiating mandate are: licensing and
qualification

requirements

and

procedures

as

well

as

technical standards. The overall objective of the new
disciplines consists in ensuring that the aforementioned
regulatory

measures

“do

not

constitute

unnecessary

barriers to trade in services”. This overarching objective is
further specified by a number of principles, namely that
the aforementioned regulatory measures be:
-

based on objective and transparent criteria, such as
competence and the ability to supply the services,

-

not more burdensome than necessary to ensure the
quality of the service, and

-

not in themselves a restriction on the supply of a
service, in the case of licensing procedures.

These principles are to serve as a benchmark for WTO
Members in their negotiations.22
Negotiations and Special and Differential Treatment of
Developing Countries and LDCs
The negotiations on new disciplines for domestic services
regulation focus on horizontal disciplines that would apply
to all rather than to specific services sectors. In April
2011, the chairman of the Working Party on Domestic
Regulation

issued

a

so-called

progress

report

which

described the negotiations’ state of play. 23 Thereafter,

GATS Article VI:4 states: “Such disciplines shall aim to ensure …”
(underlined added).
23
S/WPDR/W/45, 14 April 2011 (entitled: Disciplines on Domestic
Regulation Pursuant to GATS Article VI:4).
22
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negotiations stalled until last year when WTO Members
have shown a renewed interest in the matter.
Since the second half of 2016, several WTO Members,
mostly acting jointly, have submitted various negotiating
proposals that focus on three areas of domestic regulation
of services: (i) the development of regulatory measures, (ii)
the administration of regulatory measures, and (iii) the
transparency of regulatory measures. The corresponding
negotiating

proposals

have

been

refined

through

discussions with other WTO Members in the Working Party
on Domestic Regulation and culminated in a “consolidated
working

text”

which

was

recently

circulated

to

WTO

Members.24
The revised consolidated working text has a provision on
“development”. According to that provision, LDCs would not
be required to apply new disciplines but encouraged “to
apply these disciplines, to the extent consistent with their
individual development, trade and financial needs or their
administrative and institutional capacities”. 25 In contrast,
developing country Members would be required to apply
any new disciplines but could delay the entry into force of
“specified provisions of these disciplines” for a certain
period which could be extended by the Council for Trade
in

Services,

upon

request

by

the

developing

country

Member concerned.26 This language is similar to language
found in a negotiating proposal for a “Trade Facilitation
Agreement

for

Services”

(TFAS)

which

covers

certain

JOB/SERV/268/Rev. 3, 20 October 2017; revised by JOB/SERV/272,
Rev. 1, 7 November 2017
25
JOB/SERV/272, Rev. 1, 7 November 2017, p. 6, point 7.2.
26
Idem, point 7.1.
24
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aspects of domestic regulation of services but also other
matters relevant to services

“LDCs should not pursue a

trade.27

blanket exemption from any new
disciplines on domestic regulation.”

LDCs should not pursue a

blanket exemption from any new disciplines on domestic
regulation, since such an exemption would hinder their
efforts of upgrading their domestic regulatory framework
for

services,

domestic

improving

services

the

competitiveness

market

and

of

their

integrating

into

regional/global value chains. Hence, an exemption of LDCs
from

any

services

new

would

development

disciplines
increase,

gap.

Also,

on

domestic

rather

than

an

exemption

regulation

of

decrease,

their

from

new

any

disciplines would make it more difficult for LDCs to receive
technical assistance in this particular area. That being said,
new disciplines on domestic regulation of services must be
mindful of LDCs’ development objectives and their limited
implementation capacity. Accordingly, any new disciplines
on domestic regulation need to include provisions on
special and differential treatment that would help both
developing

countries

and

LDCs

in

building

a

sound

domestic regulatory framework for services with a view to
improving the competitiveness of their services industries.
In light of the above, provisions on special and differential
treatment should provide LDCs with the necessary flexibility
as regards the implementation of any new disciplines on
domestic regulation of services. The approach of the
Agreement on Trade Facilitation (TFA) to special and

27

JOB/SERV/267, 27 July 2017, p. 16, Article 11
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differential treatment could serve as a template in this
respect.

This

implications

approach

regarding

would

new

have

the

following

disciplines

on

domestic

regulation of services:
-

LDCs may determine which disciplines they do not
wish to implement for the time being (without
opposing the implementation of the disciplines in
question at some point in the future);

-

LDCs

may

implement

determine
immediately,

which
without

disciplines
any

they

transition

period;
-

LDCs may determine for which disciplines they need
a transition period for implementation purposes as
well

as

the

length

of

those

transition

periods

provided they are reasonable, i.e. the maximum
length of any transition period should not exceed
ten years; and
-

LDCs may determine which disciplines require the
prior provision of adequate technical assistance (in
addition to any transition period) for acquiring the
capacity to implement those disciplines.

The approach outlined above should be discussed within
the LDC Group with a view to submitting a corresponding
negotiating proposal.
Domestic Regulation and Market Access for Developing
Countries and LDCs
New multilateral

disciplines

on domestic regulation

of

services would assist developing countries and LDCs in
advancing their export interests in services. While domestic
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regulation of services is, strictly speaking, not a market
access issue, it

impacts on the ability of services and

services providers to effectively operate in WTO Members’
services markets. This is because compliance with the
domestic regulatory requirements applicable to a given
services sector or sub-sector is a sine qua non for being
able to operate in that sector or sub-sector. This is true
irrespective of whether access to a service sector or subsector is a result of specific commitments on market
access or the actual opening of a sector or sub-sector by
a WTO Member, over and above its specific commitments
on market access.
The foregoing is particularly relevant in relation to the LDC
services waiver. 28 Most of the notifications submitted by
WTO Members under that waiver offer preferential market
access

but

do

not

offer

any

preferential

regulatory

conditions to services and service providers from LDCs.
Consequently, LDC services and service suppliers have to
comply

with

the

relevant

“standard”

regulatory

requirements in order to be able to operate in a services
sector or sub-sector where preferential market access has
been granted under the waiver. This may not always be
feasible, thus preventing LDC services and service suppliers
from

operating

concerned,

in

in

the

spite

services
of

sector

preferential

or

sub-sector

market

access.

Therefore, the request of LDCs to grant their services and
service suppliers preferential conditions with respect to

Preferential Treatment to Services and Service Suppliers of LeastDeveloped Countries, WT/L/847, 19 December 2011.
28
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certain regulatory requirements, such as visa, residence
and work permits, procedures and fees, remains valid.
Nonetheless, new disciplines on domestic regulation of
services may go some way in facilitating market access for
services

and

service

suppliers

from

LDCs

on

foreign

markets. WTO Members that have granted preferential
market access under the LDC services waiver would have
to implement those disciplines in their domestic legal
systems (unless a Member has already incorporated those
disciplines in its domestic legal order), thereby improving
their domestic regulatory framework, also to the benefit of
LDC service suppliers seeking access to the services
markets of those Members. The positive effect of new
disciplines on domestic regulation of services would be
amplified if those disciplines applied to sectors or subsectors where preferential market access has been granted
under

the

LDC

services

waiver

even

if

no

specific

commitments on market access exist for the sectors or
sub-sectors concerned. As it is envisaged that any new
disciplines on domestic regulation would apply only to
sectors or sub-sectors where specific commitments exist,
LDCs would be well advised to request such a sectoral
“extension” of the new disciplines on domestic regulation
in the negotiations on domestic
regulation of services.

“It is still unclear whether WTO
Members will reach agreement on
new disciplines for domestic
regulation of services.”

Conclusion

At this point in time, it is still unclear whether WTO
Members will reach agreement on new disciplines for
domestic

regulation

of

services,
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including

appropriate

language

for

special

and

differential

treatment

of

developing countries, including LDCs, at the upcoming
WTO Ministerial Conference in Buenos Aires (MC 11).29 But
even if no agreement can be found in time for MC 11,
WTO Members should agree on a work program for the
negotiations on domestic regulation of services post-MC
11.

Developing

countries,

including

LDCs,

should

be

prepared to engage in these negotiations, for the sake of
their socio-economic development.

It would appear that WTO Members have divergent views on whether
an outcome on domestic regulation of services can be achieved by MC
11, see WTO press release, 8 November 2017 (“Members’ view diverge
on prospect of short-term outcome on domestic regulation”).
29
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Identifying rules and disciplines
according to needs: exploring climate
change, competition and e-commerce
By Dr Manzoor Ahmad30
22 July 2016

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not
on fighting the old, but building the new.” – Socrates
It is obvious that the objectives of the Doha Development
Agenda (DDA) have not been achieved. The context of
some of the unresolved issues has changed and those
issues may have to be reformulated. Additional issues have
emerged as the patterns of world trade have changed and
they have become part of trade agreements and practice
in other contexts. Categorization of
topics

between

“new”

and

“old”

issues is not helpful.
The

starting

point

of

the

“The debate should be about the
problems that matter to business
and what can be done to solve
them.”

negotiation agenda should be a clear identification of
problems facing trade relations, so that countries’ concerns
and needs would be addressed. The debate should be
about the problems that matter to business and what can
be done to solve them.

Senior Fellow, International
Development, Geneva
30

Centre
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for

Trade

and

Sustainable

A lot has changed in the last fifteen years when the Doha
Round Agenda was first put together. The Internet was in
its infancy, there was a big debate about the reality of
climate change and very few developing countries had any
rules on competition policy. Other significant matters that
were not part of DDA, but have assumed importance now
are labour standards; investment, trade and development;
global value chains and deep integration; regulatory issues
affecting goods and services behind the border; better
discipline for subsidies and local content obligations; and
trade in energy products, among others.
This think piece will look into three of these most pressing
problems and provide suggestions as to what may be
done to address them in an effective manner.

Climate change: the role for the WTO
The historic Paris Agreement signed by 196 countries in
December 2015 requires all of them to act on climate
change.

Countries

must

submit

intended

nationally

determined contribution (INDC) and then update it every 5
years.

The

implementation

of

the

agreement

will

be

evaluated every 5 years, with the first evaluation in 2023.
The WTO could also showcase what has been done over
and

above

its

present

function

to

assist

the

global

community in achieving the universally desired objectives.
Although there are no WTO rules specific to climate
change, sustainable development is one of the general
objectives explicitly mentioned in the Marrakech Agreement,
which established the WTO. The existing WTO agreements
have

several

provisions

dealing
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with

protecting

the

environment. Specific environment-related provisions are
part of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), the Agreements
on

Sanitary

and

Phytosanitary

Measures,

and

the

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. In addition, the
WTO has a dedicated forum – the Committee on Trade
and

Environment

(CTE)

–

with

the

aim

of

making

international trade and environmental policies support each
other. There are a number of trade-related areas where
the WTO could consider making new rules or carrying out
exploratory studies. Some of these areas are discussed
below.
There is a need to examine existing WTO rules on
subsidies. The International Monetary Fund estimates that
post-tax energy subsidies in 2013 were close to $5 trillion,
accounting for 6.5 per cent of

“The long awaited agreement on
fisheries subsidy discipline needs
to be concluded urgently by the
WTO member states.”

global

GDP

perverse

and
incentives

unsustainable,
consumption

providing
for

carbon-centric
and

production.

The economic sectors with the largest share of global
subsidies are agriculture, fisheries, transport and energy.
They account for over 80 percent of the world’s subsidies
and affect 66 percent of world trade. These sectors are
also the largest emitters of greenhouse gases. If the
provision of subsidies is made conditional on controlling of
Green

House

Gas

(GHG)

emissions

and

if

subsidies

provided for GHG-reduction efforts by industry are treated
as non-actionable subsidies, it can make a big difference.
Furthermore, as several recent trade disputes at the WTO
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have shown, there are potential conflicts between WTO
rules

(particularly

Countervailing

the

Measures)

Agreement
and

on

subsidies

Subsidies
that

could

and
be

usefully employed to mitigate climate change.
Apart from the greenhouse gas reduction, another area
where the WTO can play a positive role is protection of
fish resources and ocean environment. The long awaited
agreement on fisheries subsidy discipline needs to be
concluded urgently by the WTO member states.
Although negotiations on reduction of tariff and non-tariff
barriers on environmental goods and services have been
going on as part of the Doha Round for almost 15 years,
not much progress has been made. It is partly because
the issue has been linked with other Doha Round issues.
With the momentum created by the Paris Agreement, it is
a good opportunity to negotiate this as a stand-alone and
early harvest item as was done for trade facilitation.
Already, efforts by some WTO members to negotiate a
plurilateral

Environmental

Goods

Agreement

(EGA)

to

remove barriers to trade in environmental or "green"
goods has made good progress. If all the 82 participants
of the Information Technology Agreement can join the
EGA, it would indicate the seriousness of trade negotiators
for achieving the objectives of the Paris Agreement.
Trade

policy

can

also

play

an

effective role through incentives for
countries that are not included in
such

negotiations.

developed

countries

Almost

all

maintain
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“Most of the recent Regional

Trade Agreements are more
supportive of regulations
promoting low carbon economy
and climate change mitigation.”

concessional regimes where they allow duty free access of
some goods under some conditions. For example, the EU’s
linkage of its Generalised Scheme of Preferences + (GSP+)
with implementation of certain environmental conventions
such as Kyoto Protocol and UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) has enabled some developing
countries to move in that direction. Such policies could be
encouraged at the WTO.
Most of the recent Regional Trade Agreements are more
supportive of regulations promoting low carbon economy
and climate change mitigation. They are making explicit
commitments for further collaboration and encouraging
liberalizing trade in environmental goods and services and
renewables. For example, if one looks at the FTAs, which
the United States negotiated, pre and post 2007 Bipartisan
Trade Deal, there are notable differences in the provisions
relating

to

the

enforcement

of

the

environmental

provisions. The Korea-US FTA (KORUS) of 2010 is far more
demanding than the Australia-United States FTA negotiated
in 2004. The EU and other major economies are following
similar policies. Such policies should be shared with other
WTO members so that they could be used as templates
for negotiating FTAs and RTAs.
Another important international effort where WTO can play
a major role is promotion of green technology through
linking its use with various trade concessions. There are
over 80 international agreements dealing with technology
and capacity building. There is a lot of scope for sharing
innovative technologies and transferring technology for
efﬁcient use of land resources and agricultural inputs,
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thereby

reducing

GHG

emissions.

Through

technology

transfer, positive synergies can be built between trade,
environment and development.
The WTO members could consider reviewing the already
concluded agreements for their possible “greening”. Already
some initial proposals have been made for greening of
TRIMS and TRIPS. They could be studied further.

Competition policy
During the last 25 years, there has been a surge in the
number of countries adopting competition laws. There are
now

122

countries

including

many

Least

Developed

Countries (LDCs) and Low Income Developing Countries
(LIDCs) which have enacted competition laws, and over a
third of these have done so in the last decade.
There is a worldwide growing

“There will be far less

opposition to finding common
ground concerning the proper
role of the WTO in competition
policy.”

awareness that competition and
consumer policies play a very
important

role

in

economic

development. As more countries

are becoming globalized, they realize the challenge arising
from

the

fact

that

while

competition

and

consumer

protection laws are national, the relevant markets can
extend beyond national borders. For these very reasons,
the

heads

of

14

Southern

African

countries

met

in

Kinshasa on 8 September 2009 and adopted a declaration
on regional cooperation in competition and consumer
policies.
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Most of the new competition authorities have limited
experience in regulating markets and applying competition
legislation, so they need more resources and technical
assistance. Recent experience with the Trade Facilitation
Agreement (TFA) shows that there is far more commitment
to

technical

assistance

and

cooperation

with

other

international organizations if there is a WTO work program
to achieve a certain objective.
Now

that

many

more

countries

have

implemented

competition laws and are more convinced of relationship
between trade and competition laws, it is likely that there
will be far less opposition to finding common ground
concerning the proper role of the WTO in competition
policy.
Given the changing global scenario, it is good time to
consider reviving the WTO Working Group on Trade and
Competition Policy (WGTCP). The Working Group can work
in close collaboration with the International Competition
Network (ICN) which, though recent in origin (October
2001), has become a worldwide forum with participation of
120 countries. The work of this group has focused on
sharing

experience

of

competition

enforcement

among

countries and making efforts towards harmonization of
different laws through soft laws and best practices.
The WGTCP could also build on the work of UNCTAD
which has been focusing on LDCs and how they can
benefits from implementing a broad competition policy
framework. The UNCTAD work programme has been mostly
concentrating on broad competition policy framework in
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areas such as public procurement systems, corporatization
of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and governance. These
issues are very relevant as there is a general realization
that the resources spent on these businesses are a drain
on a government’s resources, which are needed elsewhere.

WTO and E-Commerce
Although the WTO is the exclusive forum for negotiating
global rules governing cross-border trade in goods and
services, it does not has yet a specific group to negotiate
an e-commerce agreement, as it has for many other
specific issues. The main reason for this is that when ecommerce started becoming common in the late 1990’s, a
majority of WTO members then felt that the existing rules
and obligations would be quite sufficient and there was no
need for establishing new ones.
Instead, since 1998 or before

“The more recent agreements

have more robust rules than the
earlier ones.”

the start of the Doha Round,
the WTO members have been

working on an e-commerce “Work Program” where they
have been deliberating on all trade-related issues relevant
to global e-commerce. The program also explores the
economic

development

opportunities

afforded

by

e-

commerce for developing countries, particularly the LDCs.
Furthermore, a number of recent bilateral and regional
trade

agreements

contain

specific

provisions

for

e-

commerce. In fact, the more recent agreements have more
robust rules than the earlier ones. For example, the Trans
Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement, which was signed on
4 February 2016, has several specific provisions on digital
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trade and promoting Internet-based commerce. While the
TPP may function as a model for future multilateral
negotiations, it may not be easy for many developing
countries, especially the LDCs, to follow it.
After the recent success of the WTO in negotiating the
TFA, the private sector is keen to see the WTO members
negotiating a similar agreement for e-commerce. At the
‘Trade Dialogue’ held on 30 May 2016 at the WTO, some
60

business

leaders

from

developed

and

developing

countries identified e-commerce as an area where the
WTO can make an important contribution. More specifically
they suggested that steps could be taken to:
-

Enhance transparency and non-discrimination;

-

Harmonize

e-commerce

practices

and

procedures,

and;
Improve consumer protection.

-

Between 2000 and 2015, Internet penetration increased
from 6.5 per cent to 43 per cent of the global population
and

in

2013,

accounted
trillion.

for

This

global
an

calls

business-to-consumer

estimated
for

the

$1.2
WTO

members to act to clarify trade rules
as demanded by the new reality.
If it is not possible to agree in a
multilateral

setting,

e-trade

“The world has changed

drastically over the last two
decades and the WTO has to
adapt itself to this change to
remain relevant.”

e-commerce

related issues could be negotiated in a plurilateral setting
as

has

been

successfully

done

for

the

Information

Technology Agreement (ITA). In fact, e-commerce issues
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are already being discussed in the on-going plurilateral
Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) negotiations. The ecommerce concerns have also been included is the 2011
Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) which is a free
standing agreement outside the WTO. This agreement
mostly concerns intellectual property issues, but since it
also

interacts

with

cross-border

e-commerce,

many

countries and NGOs fear that in case of transactions
involving IP-infringing goods online, it might make the
online service providers liable. The issue of trading of
counterfeit goods online is getting to be a major concern
as well.
There are several e-commerce related issues on which
there has been considerable discussion and substantial
clarity has been achieved over the years. In view of these
discussions as well as the e-commerce related provisions
in regional and bilateral agreements, the WTO can come
up with modalities for a framework agreement. Some of
the important issues that can be considered for inclusion
are:
-

Agree on the definition of e-commerce along the lines
adopted in the 1998 Ministerial Council;

-

Agree that the provisions of the GATT, GATS, and TRIPs
apply to e-commerce;

-

Ensure that electronically delivered products receive no
less favourable treatment than like products delivered
in physical form;
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-

Give

permanence

to

the

existing

moratorium

on

customs duties on electronic transmissions;
-

Commit

to

refraining

from

creating

new

or

discriminatory trade barriers to e-commerce;
-

Provide technical assistance for promoting e-commerce
in those LDCs and developing countries which demand
it;

-

Use instruments such as Aid-for-Trade for promoting ecommerce in developing countries.

Conclusion
The world has changed drastically over the last two
decades and the WTO has to adapt itself to this change
to remain relevant. Several significant matters that were
not part of DDA such as e-commerce, climate change,
environment,

foreign

direct

investment

rules,

labour

standards, are now being incorporated in all regional and
bilateral trade agreements. In any event, those countries
that are not a part of such trading arrangements have to
comply with these regulations in order to export to those
countries which are signatories to such agreement. It is
time the WTO members start exploring the best way to
incorporate them in the WTO rules books. It is no use
living in the past. New issues keep arising all the time and
need timely resolution. The issues have to be those that
matter to businesses and help remove any existing trade
distortions. It is time for the WTO members to adopt
emerging

issues

and

new

methodologies

for

moving

forward and regain the centrality of WTO as the only
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organization for negotiating global rules governing crossborder trade in goods and services.
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E-commerce and Africa: how to valorize
the third generation (2015-2025)
By Ibrahima Nour Eddine DIAGNE, Trade Facilitation

Expert31
14 July 2016

The OECD (2011) defines e-commerce, as "the sale or
purchase

of

goods

or

services

whether

between

businesses, households, individuals, governments and other
public or private organizations, conducted over computermediated network".32 E-commerce entails a break, the scale
of which is not sufficiently taken into account. Indeed, the
Ibrahima Nour Eddine
expert. He is chairman
Rapporteur for Africa of
Single Window of External
31

DIAGNE, MBA, M.Sc, is a Trade facilitation
of the African Alliance for E-Commerce,
the UN/CEFACT and Director-General of the
Trade of Senegal.

In
detail,
according
to
the
OECD,
there
are:
- The electronic exchange between enterprises, often called B2B (for
Business
to
Business);
- Electronic commerce for consumer, or B2C (Business to Consumer).
This
merchant
websites,
teleshopping
kind;
- E-commerce between individuals, or C2C (Consumer to Consumer).
These websites allow the private sale (real estate, stock exchanges,
advertisements,
trade
...);
- The electronic exchange between private companies and the
government, often called B2G (Business to Government) or B2A
(Business
to
Administration).
Among the main goods and services sold by the internet (B2C), we can
include:
Cultural
goods
such
as
books,
CDs
and
DVDs
Computer
hardware,
hi-fi,
video,
photo
...
- The tourism and leisure sector: Travel, travel, rentals, train tickets,
plane
...
Consumer
goods
(clothing,
furniture,
appliances,
toys).
There are sales systems especially adapted for internet: development of
digital photographs, downloading music, auction between individuals,
DVD rentals through the Internet. Finally, many companies offer Internet
services, free or not such as: online banking, online insurance, online
press.
32
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conventional market definitions all refer to the concept of
confrontation between supply and demand in a physical or
virtual place. What interests us here is the concept of
LOCATION.

Electronic

commerce

does

not

necessarily

correspond to a given physical location or to an exclusive
virtual place. It is, de facto, available both everywhere and
to all. This impossibility to limit it to a given territory or to
a given population constitutes the above-mentioned break.
A regulation that organizes disorder
A market needs regulation. In the context of e-commerce,
we

are

because

left

completely

without

a

helpless
universal

“A market needs regulation.”

regulation and supervision authority of the same kind,
nobody is 100% protected. The national and regional
regulations’ impact is related to the level of the legislator’s
influence on the internet stratosphere. Thus, if a large
portion of Americans use e-commerce platforms under
their legislation, they will not suffer the same shortcomings
than the majority of Africans who use e-commerce on
platforms that do not depend at all on their regulatory
environment.
African e-commerce starts with this handicap rooted in an
increasing African demand for electronic commerce linked
to the exponential growth of international credit card
holders, while supply with African content remains very
limited.
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It should be noted that the African continent has gradually
adopted

relevant

legislation

to

regulate

electronic

transactions but the spirit of these regulations is confined
to the national territory while the challenge is now global.
In addition, consumer protection under commercial law has
never elaborated on the concept of distance selling, since
this process is relatively new on the continent.

World map of e-transaction laws (2014)

Source: UNCTAD
Legend:
Dark blue – countries with legislation
Light blue – countries with draft legislation

Violet – countries with no legislation
Grey – countries with no data

Nonetheless, the legal environment is probably not the
main obstacle to the development of African e-commerce,
which remains marginal. The latest UNCTAD report on the
Information Economy Report (2015) puts e-commerce in
Africa and the Middle East at less than 2.2% of global ecommerce

while

according

to

some

consumers of e-commerce are from Africa.
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estimates,

8.6%

Therefore, when we speak about
the development of e-commerce in
Africa,

we

speak

of

several

elements related to different issues.

“Despite constant progress, the

expected electroshock to boost
African e-commerce has not yet
taken place.”

E-commerce in Africa: still some way to go
In 2016, it is clear that e-commerce is still a modest
reality in Africa. Yet since the mid-1990s, many initiatives
came both from the private sector and from initiative and
programs promoted by traditional financial and technical
partners of Africa. In a nutshell, the first generation of
African e-commerce (1995-2005) stumbled on the three
following requirements:
-

A blank regulatory environment;

-

A lack of e-commerce infrastructure: embryonic
electronic means of payment and lack of logistics
suited to e-commerce.

-

A

lack

of

African

customers:

the

practice

of

distance selling was not quite rooted in the culture,
the rate of internet connection was weak, and
foreign customers were missing due a lack of
confidence on the quality and presumed capacity.
With the "Internet bubble", investors have also been more
cautious about the idea of developing a field in Africa
which caused a severe economic crisis at home.
The second generation of African e-commerce (2005-2015)
is characterized by greater confidence in the future of the
continent and the emergence of internet giants in the
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Silicon Valley. This very favorable period could give a
glimpse of Africa witnessing its e-commerce take off and
finally produce gains in terms of value. Regulatory and
infrastructure barriers are gradually lifted. However, the
third hindrance, related to weak demand and weak offer in
Africa,

still

remains.

Despite

constant

progress,

the

expected electroshock to boost African e-commerce has
not yet taken place. Initiatives are born and die, while
others manage to survive. There are no real indicators to
understand success and failure, but it is clear that the
pace of e-commerce project launch has accelerated.

A new promising era
Today, at the start of the third generation of e-commerce
projects

(2015-2025),

prospects

seem

promising.

This

optimism is supported by the following considerations:
-

Smart phones experience sustained growth;

-

Mobile possession and associated payment solutions
experience a coverage rate that exceeds 50% of
the population;

-

Electronic

payment

systems

are

varied

and

accessible to all;
-

A growing number of consumers is open to the
distance selling concept;

-

A growing number of “breakthrough” entrepreneurs
is quick to innovate in e-commerce;

-

Investors are interested again in Africa, which is
often described as the next growth frontier.
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The basic conditions for an e-commerce economy are
virtually

present

in

A

strategic

governmental

approach is nonetheless required to

“Left alone, the value of

transform

African e-commerce potential
could escape African
economies.”
African

Africa.

this

opportunity

into

value added for local economies.
Indeed,

e-commerce

left alone,

potential

could

the

escape

value

of

African

economies.
The challenge is thus to measure what form of public
action is necessary to boost African e-commerce value for
the benefit of African economies.
First, a model in which African e-commerce could produce
value for Africa should be agreed upon. This requires three
main levers: job creation, creation of added value for

businesses and export growth.
Observing
players,

the

the

economic

behavior

following weaknesses

of

e-commerce

with regard

to

key
the

situation in Africa arise:
-

Capital: the border between investor and developer
is often ambiguous. Many projects still fail not
because the ideas are not good, but because
promoters have a low financial capacity and often
undervalue

the

importance

of

marketing

and

communication efforts necessary for a successful a
project.
-

The traditional private sector: companies active in
the trade and services sectors in Africa do not see
the need to open an e-commerce window in their
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own

activities.

They

can

consider

their

growth

without too much trouble because of the growth
potential of African markets, and often the lack of
aggressive competition that would question their
cost model.
-

Project leaders: people with ideas or projects often
have no access to capital or to all the skills
required to develop their activities and even less to
service

infrastructures.

Thus,

contrary

to

what

happens in the Silicon Valley, an idea that starts in
Africa in a garage often ends in a garage.
-

Traditional

service

providers

(insurance,

logistics,

banking, and telecom): they do not have, for the
most part, specific e-commerce offers or strategy
for Africa as they consider the continent as a
secondary market.
Lines are shifting, but the expected electroshock has not
yet

taken

place.

The export potential is high and opportunities are plentiful,
but there are also various obstacles.
Opportunities are:
-

The diaspora market is substantial and familiar with
the principles of e-commerce;

-

Sub-regional

and

regional

markets

are

nearby

markets and are harmonized on the regulatory and
trade levels;
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-

The cost of human capital: competent and at lower
cost than in developed countries;

-

The green conscience that Africa can convert into a
valuable label.

-

Obstacles are nevertheless still many:

-

Logistics are complex and expensive;

-

Africa suffers from a lack of trust in the quality of
its supplies;

-

There are no entrepreneurs mastering the entire
chain;

-

There is no structured e-commerce ecosystem.

Thus, the sector of African e-commerce needs to be
deliberately supported to generate value and reach a level
of exponential growth. We must ensure that good ideas
are

brought

by

qualified

promoters

and

funded

by

visionary investors, in a local and sub-regional environment
conducive to the development of e-

“We must ensure that good

commerce.
We should not hesitate to implement
incentives, including fiscal measures,

ideas are brought by qualified
promoters and funded by
visionary investors.”

to boost electronic commerce. The state, which is often
the first domestic buyer may submit a percentage of its
supplies

via

electronic

commerce;

various

promotion

agencies and service operators involved could end up in
an e-commerce one-stop shop (physical or virtual); the
education system could devote part of its teaching to ecommerce culture; infrastructure and skills could be pooled
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around an e-commerce village that each African country
would have in order to enhance promoters’ potential and
credibility; public and private media may be forced to offer
x minutes on the air per week to promote digital economy
in national languages; etc. These are all ideas whose
implementation would promote the development of ecommerce in Africa.
But all this must be orchestrated. A new institutional
framework or a specific mandate and substantial resources
to strengthen the existing framework are thus necessary.

Multilateral regulation
E-commerce takes place by definition across borders.
Regulations at a higher level – beyond national level – is
thus to be foreseen. If regional integration offers a first
frame, it is essential to reflect on the issue at the
multilateral level.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) has been addressing
the topic since 1998. A Declaration on Global Electronic
Commerce was adopted at the Second WTO Ministerial
Conference

and

a

comprehensive

work

program

was

developed to examine all matters relating to trade arising
from global e-commerce. Under this program of work,
members agreed to "take into account the economic,
financial and development needs of developing countries".
Four WTO bodies (Council for Trade in Goods, Council for
Trade in Services, Committee on Trade and Development
and Council Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights) and the General Council were instructed to explore
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the relationship between existing WTO agreements and ecommerce.
As part of the work program, many questions were raised:
classification

(goods,

services

or

intellectual

property),

coherence between economically comparable transactions,
moratorium on tariffs for electronic transactions, protection
of intellectual property, national regulation, standards and
technical regulations, rules of origin, respect of personal
data, etc. In this process, the development aspects –
technical

assistance,

human

resources,

infrastructure

capacity, and accessibility of technology – were also widely
discussed.
In

“The exponential growth of

information and communications
technology and the digital economy
can provide new opportunities for
developing countries.”

recent

after

the

years,

especially

WTO

Ministerial

Conference

in

December
members

Nairobi

2015,
–

in

some

developed

and

developing countries – have been increasingly vocal to
bring e-commerce under the auspices of WTO for, if not
immediate discussion at least discussion. Some developed
members

also

indicated

their

intention

to

engage

in

plurilateral negotiations, within or outside the WTO, if a
consensus could not be reached. In fact, e-commerce is
treated increasingly in other fora such as the G20, APEC
and regional and bilateral trade agreements.
It is recognized that the exponential growth of information
and

communications

technology

(ICT)

and

the

digital

economy can provide new opportunities for developing
countries, including for MSMEs, and developing countries
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as a group already play an important role as buyers and
sellers of products and services online. However, it should
be

emphasized

that

developing

low-income

countries,

unlike developed and more advanced developing country
members, face enormous challenges to participate and
take full advantage of the digital economy in terms of
participation in electronic commerce, adoption of relevant
technologies or infrastructure development and national
policy

formulation.

Therefore,

low-income

developing

countries in general and Africa in particular must be fully
prepared

for

discussions

or

potential

negotiations

on

electronic commerce, including the understanding of major
issues and their implications, in order to well define and
articulate their positions to protect their interests in such
discussions.
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E- Commerce & Development: some
thoughts
By Clemens Boonekamp33 & Josip Pervan
17 November 2017

Importance of e-commerce
The

advent

and

communication

dissemination

technology

(ICT)

of

information

and digital

trade

and
are

revolutionizing business and trade patterns on a global
scale. Digital commerce is here to stay and could well be
the major part of trade transactions in the not too distant
future; already, if the Internet were a country it would be
the world’s fifth largest trading nation. Eventually, sooner
rather than later, companies, customers and countries
around the world will be faced with the choice of either
embracing
revolution
on

the
or

the

digital
remaining
sidelines.

“If the Internet were a country it would be
the world’s fifth largest trading nation.”

Countries should use the instruments of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) to help avoid the latter outcome.
Studies, such as those by UNCTAD, show a positive
correlation between the introduction of ICT and increased
innovation, efficiency and productivity in and between
firms,

including

micro,

small

and

medium

enterprises

Clemens Boonekamp is a the former director
of the WTO's
Agriculture and Commodities Division and, prior to that, of its Trade
Policies Review Division, and is currently a Partner at IDEAS Centre.
33
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(MSMEs), which are the non-agricultural life-blood of most
economies, especially the lesser developed. E-commerce,
as the production, distribution, marketing, sale or delivery
of goods and services by electronic means, helps firms to
integrate into value chains, reduces costs of marketing
and promotion, lowers transaction (and even transport)
costs, eliminates the physical limitations of time and
space, facilitates dialogue between buyers and sellers and
increases the chance of

“E-commerce-benefits are more readily

available to the richer and more connected
countries, companies, governments and
consumers.”

finding
Many

new

customers.

lesser

developed

economies,

including

least developed countries
(LDCs),

lag

in

the

development

of

a

domestic

ICT

infrastructure and are therefore not close to reaping the
full benefits of the digital revolution.
The rapid and rather wide spread of ICT is not matched
by an equally wide spread of its benefits. E-commercebenefits are more readily available to the richer and more
connected

countries,

companies,

governments

and

consumers, i.e. those most able to afford and use the
infrastructure. There is important outstanding work to be
done to reconcile these two differing realities (between
highly digitalized economies and those still behind). The
main effort should be on improving the soft and hard
domestic infrastructure, but also on clarifying/upgrading
the international regulatory framework that would abolish
barriers to online trade and encourage digital commerce.
Negotiations at the WTO
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A significant number of WTO Members want a detailed ecommerce discussion in the WTO. Others resist this.

E-

commerce is not “new” to the WTO. It has had a Work
Programme on e-commerce since 1998 as well as a
moratorium on tariffs on electronic transmissions. However,
little progress had been made on the matter. The WTO
Council on Trade in Goods has not really been able to
decide on whether goods sold digitally are subject to
GATT rules and regulations, i.e. for example, is a digital
book a good? The Council on Trade in Services has made
the most progress by noting that the delivery of services
is technically neutral, i.e. for example, purchasing insurance
via the Internet is equivalent to doing so via a visit to an
agent—as such, GATS disciplines are applicable to ecommerce trade in services. Neither the Committee on
Trade and Development nor the Council on Trade in
Intellectual Property Rights had made any real headway.
Work in all these Bodies had really come to a halt early
in the century. However the Ministerial Meetings in Bali and
Nairobi called for a renewed effort in the area, given the
growing importance of e-commerce, and WTO Members
have recently taken up the work with renewed energy, with
the aim of progress at the next Ministerial Meeting in
Buenos Aires in December 2017. Thus numerous proposals
have been made on how to pursue the work. Progress is
slow, hindered both by the insistence of a number of
Members that any advances are contingent on progress in
the DDA negotiations, particularly agriculture, and by the
argument of some that, being on the wrong side of the
digital divide, they need “policy space” to build their hard
and soft (regulatory) infrastructure and to protect their
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nascent industries in the area. Indeed, discussion at a
recent WTO General Council meeting on the topic was
essentially

blocked

by

some

making

these

points.

Confidence is now low that significant advances on ecommerce can be made on a multilateral basis at Buenos
Aires.
An

important

point

is

sometimes

missed

in

these

deliberations and arguments. E-commerce considerations in
the

WTO

would

be

on

the

trade-related aspects of

electronic commerce. As such WTO Members are free to
adopt the internal regulatory environment that they see fit
provided only that it observes the basic WTO requirements
that it i) be transparent; ii) non-discriminatory, iii) does not
give rise to non-tariff barriers; and iv) is in accord with
commitments that the Member
has scheduled
e.g.

under

in the

GATS.

WTO,

In

this

context Members have all the

“E-commerce considerations in the

WTO would be on the trade-related
aspects of electronic commerce.”

“policy space” that they might
wish. The danger then in impeding multilateral discussions
on e-commerce in the WTO is that cross-border regulatory
environments, which may not be consistent with each
other, will be agreed in regional arrangements and/or in a
plurilateral “of the willing”, marginalizing non-participants
and possibly leading to regulatory diversion: for example,
an agreement among regional partners on the freedom of
data

flows

platforms

could

away

arrangement.

This

divert

from

investment

non-partners

could

well

run

in
to

e-commerce
the

counter

regional
to

the

development goals of non-participants, slowing their access
to the benefits of the digital revolution. In fact, the safest
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place to be is at a multilateral table where all participants
have a voice and their needs are considered.
Seizing the opportunities for development offered by ecommerce
There would seem to be a sensible place to start at the
multilateral level, including for lesser-developed countries,
given the vital interest that they have in e-commerce as a
tool for development.
the

moratorium

be

WTO Members could agree that a)
made

permanent;

and

b)

that

a

structured discussion begins in a dedicated WTO body on
a comprehensive agreement on e-commerce, starting with
the identification of where present WTO rules do not cover
e-commerce – there may in fact be no such holes – and
then

progressing

to

a

Trade

Facilitation

(TFA)

type

Agreement, a Digital Trade Agreement (DTA), where the
applicable WTO rules are clearly spelled out and providing
for technical assistance to developing countries in the
area. As explicit encouragement to

LDCs to develop their

digital sectors and support their MSMEs, WTO Members
might agree to a de minimis at or below which there
would be zero tariffs on imports from LDCs contracted by
e-commerce. The introduction of a worldwide common de

minimis on electronically transacted imports from LDCs
would help spur the development of their MSMEs and
provide them with an important competitive advantage,
especially as low value / low risk shipments that fall in
the de minimis category are the predominant form of
MSME’s exports.
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Multilateral discussions on the trade-related aspects of ecommerce

in

the

WTO,

leading

to

negotiations

and

perhaps a DTA, are only one step towards bridging the
digital divide.

Many countries, particularly the lesser-

developed, also have a lot of work to do domestically. The
reality is that entrepreneurs will build and launch ecommerce platforms, and indeed are doing so. Already,
MSMEs in low-income developing countries are starting to
use business to customer (B2C) and customer to customer
(C2C) platforms to sell their products on a national,
regional- or world-wide basis. But this is in its infancy. The
suggestion, as noted by the International Chamber of
Commerce, is that MSMEs utilizing online platforms are
around five times more likely to export than those using
traditional

methods.

These

platforms

offer

payment

alternatives and security for delivering the products to the
customers.

Such security is vital for a more rapid spread

of digital commerce and its efficiency and growth benefits,
including in low-income countries.
A vital element for the success of such platforms is
connectivity,

requiring

governments

licenses to reliable operators
and

to

encourage

universal

coverage in their territories (as
well

as

access

points,

at

to

assign

3G/4G

“MSMEs utilizing online platforms
are around five times more likely to
export than those using traditional
methods.”

reasonable charge, for interconnectivity abroad). A supportive regulatory environment,
providing transaction and investment security to all parties,
is

also

required.

This

includes,

inter

alia,

regulatory

provisions for consumer protection, privacy and its abuse,
domain

names,

e-signatures,
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cyber

security,

dispute

settlement and secure on-line payments mechanisms. In
addition, there is the need for reliable electricity, transport
and postal services. Many lesser-developed countries need
improvements in these areas but failing this the risk,
among others, is that platforms will position their servers
(and

even

warehouses)

abroad,

possibly

circumventing

privacy regulations.
Governments may wish to use the world’s pre-eminent
multilateral investment agreement, Mode 3 of GATS, to
bring

predictability

to

their

emerging

facilitating

environments for digital trade. Thus, they might consider
commitments

by

their

country

on

telecommunication

services, computer and related services, courier services,
wholesale and retail distribution services and electronic
payments services. Both consumer and investor confidence
stand to gain from such commitments, backed as they are
by non-discrimination, transparency and dispute settlement
provisions.
Countries might also consider joining the WTO’s plurilateral
Information Technology Agreement (ITA), whose participants
provide duty-free access to their imports of a wide range
of

IT

products.

This

would

give

both

that

country’s

consumers and its enterprises, including its MSMEs, dutyfree access to a long list of digital goods, making it
cheaper to be part of the digital world and to join value
chains. Non-participants in the ITA sometimes suggest that
they can “free ride” on the ITA given that its participants
grant duty free access to the relevant products from all
sources of supply, including non-participants; thus the
latter’s exports of the listed products are not subject to
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tariffs upon entry into ITA countries whereas the nonparticipants do not foregone tariff revenue on their own IT
imports, to their fiscal advantage. True. However, the point
in joining the ITA is not the zero duty on exports but
rather that costs would be lowered domestically for entry
and continued stay in the digital economy—if a foreign
investor needs to choose between establishing as part of
a value chain in an ITA or non-ITA country, the former will
be chosen, ceteris paribus. Tariff revenue will indeed be
“lost” on joining the ITA but the efficiency and potential
output gains may well over-ride this in the medium-term.
Conclusions
In sum, the digital economy and e-commerce are a fact.
Its development and growth advantages are manifest. The
digital

divide

disadvantage

is
of

also

a

many

fact,

to

the

lesser-developed

considerable
countries.

Narrowing, bridging this gap to bring the latter more
effectively

on-line

would

be

to

the

considerable

development benefit of those countries. A step in the right
direction would be structured discussions on trade in ecommerce in the WTO. The WTO’s work could only
partially help to bridge the digital divide. More concerted
efforts

from

international

community

including

other

involved international organizations should be made to
help achieve this important objective. Domestic efforts are
also required, not least on the regulatory front. The notion
that the very existence of the divide would not seem to be
reason sufficient not to engage on multilateral discussions,
especially as a comprehensive agreement could be the
source of valuable technical assistance, if the TFA model
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would be pursued. Moreover countries can help themselves
in their undertakings by commitments in GATS, offering
predictability to investors and consumers, and by joining
the ITA, lowering the costs of digital engagement. Given
their potential benefits, delaying multilateral efforts to
bridge the divide would seem an unfortunate choice.
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Mega-regional trade deals and their
impact on developing countries: how to
construct them to ensure benefits for
all?34
Fritz Putzhammer, Project Manager, Bertelsmann Stiftung
30 September 2016

Introduction
The world is witnessing a revolution in global trading. Due
to stalled multilateral trade talks, nations have faltered
putting their trust into a single global trading order as
envisioned by the WTO and started shifting their emphasis
towards negotiations of bilateral and regional agreements.
Mega-regional trade agreements in particular seem to offer
an alternative for countries which still want to reap the
benefits of having largely harmonized trading patterns.
While developed countries are getting more and more
involved in megadeals such as the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment

Partnership

(TTIP)

and

the

Transpacific

Partnership (TPP), Asia is developing its own ideas through
the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
or the quantitatively more ambitious China-backed Free
Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP).
34

This article is a revised version of a previous article published in

Bridges Africa, Vol. 5, Issue 3 – April 2016. F. Putzhammer and U.
Schoof, “Evaluating the effects of mega-regionals on Africa”.
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Nowadays, however, it seems that such agreements might
be far off the silver bullet they were once praised. Indeed,
voices have grown in Europe and the US condemning
mega-regionals

and

some

negotiations

seem

to

have

reached an impasse. While much of the criticism focuses

“The world is witnessing a

revolution in global trading.”

on

issues

of

transparency

or

standards within the participating
developed

nations,

the

potential

effects of mega-regionals on the developing world have
been widely questioned as well.
This article therefore serves to explore potential impacts of
mega-regional free trade agreements on the developing
world. While some developing countries are also directly
involved in such agreements, as is the case for several
Asian countries, this article primarily focuses on nations
who are reduced to mere third-party bystanders to this
new world trading order, as can be observed in Africa for
example. It will furthermore present tangible suggestions as
how to make this new order more inclusive and elaborates
on the role that WTO could have to play in this game.

How do mega-regionals affect third party countries?
If completed, TTIP alone would cover about 45% of world
GDP, 11.5% of the world’s population (as of 2013) and
approximately 30% of world exports (as of 2012). Even
though a developing nation might not be directly involved
in any of such upcoming mega-regionals, we can assume
that due to their sheer size, agreements like the TTIP, the
TPP or the FTAAP will have significant effects on such
economies.
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Let’s

then

take

TTIP

as

an

example.

Generally,

an

agreement like TTIP can impact a third party country in
different ways. There will be direct effects on prices as
well as on income, but these direct effects would impact
the welfare of third countries in opposite ways. The price
effect, also called the trade diversion effect, arises when
imports from a third country suddenly become relatively
more expensive for Europeans or Americans compared to
the imports from their TTIP partner countries. This loss of
price competitiveness can result in a lower trade volume
and therefore reduce the revenues of such third party
exporters.
At the same time, however, a trade agreement like TTIP is
expected to lead to higher income – and therefore to
increased buying power – in the TTIP member states 35 .
Greater purchasing power stimulates increased demand –
also for imports from third party countries. This enables
those countries to increase their export volume at higher
prices. Whether TTIP has a direct positive or negative
impact on the welfare of any third party developing nation
thus depends on which of the two effects has a greater
influence on its balance of trade.
Indirectly, developing countries could also be affected
through so-called spill-over effects, which primarily rely on
the harmonisation of regulations that go with large free
trade agreements. This harmonisation could incentivize
other

economies

to

adjust

their

own

regulations

Felbermayr et al. (2015), Potential impacts of the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP) on developing and emerging
economies, Ifo institute, Munich.
35
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accordingly, making future trade in both directions between
the original FTA countries and the outsider countries
cheaper.
In a recent model simulation, the German Ifo institute on
behalf of the Bertelsmann Stiftung has calculated such
expected direct and indirect welfare effects of megaregionals for a total of 25 African countries36. Focusing on
TTIP and TPP, the data show that for most African
countries, the positive income effect of planned megaregionals exceeds the negative trade diversion effects. For
both TTIP and TPP, only Mozambique, Zambia and the
Ivory

Coast

have

to

expect

negative

welfare

effects

according to the model.
While the calculated effects of Western agreements on
developing
scenario,

economies
they

thus

are below

seem

the

promising

in

economic potential

this
the

Chinese-backed FTAAP agreement could have for many
developing countries. Under the grand envisioned Free
Trade Zone, developing countries like Belize and Venezuela
in Latin America or African economies like South Africa
and Togo could expect estimated

“Today, trade happens along
global production chains.”

yearly boosts in real income of
between 6 and 9 % according to
model calculations.37

To better understand such Eastern promises one needs to
understand the changes that created the current world of
Putzhammer et al. (2016), The Forgotten Continent – The effects of
mega-regional free trade agreements on Africa, Bertelsmann Stiftung
37
Putzhammer et al. (2016) and Fleischhaker et al. (2016), Bertelsmann
Stiftung
36
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global

trade.

No

longer

are

final

products

and

raw

materials just exchanged from one country to another.
Today, trade happens along global production chains.
Many different countries contribute towards the production
of a final good by supplying components and parts,
services and assembly (trade in tasks rather than trade in
goods). Goods are no longer made in one country for
export; goods are made in the world for the world.
For the “factory of the world” – China – this means that
once the FTAAP promises more exports, its demand for
raw materials from all over the world rises too. And for
many developing nations who are naturally prone to rely
on raw material exports, this means profit.
However, while this is certainly not exactly bad news –
growth beats no growth – this isn’t exactly high quality
economic expansion either. Developing and especially least
developed countries (LDCs) might be further pushed in
their dominant reliance on commodities and on China. The
uncertain distribution of any such gains further undermines
the

potential

economic
through

inclusivity

growth
China’s

of

gained
positive

demand effect.

“Mega-regional trade partners

should strive to create mega-deals in
the most inclusive form possible.”

Inclusiveness and collaboration with WTO limit negative
impacts on less developed countries
To ensure the most positive outcome for developing
countries, mega-regional trade partners should strive to
create mega-deals in the most inclusive form possible. For
developed countries which are engaged in the TTIP and
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the TPP, an additional motivation would be to also secure
future competitiveness towards China in the developing
markets. Potential trade diversion effects of mega-deals
and the resulting effects of preference erosion should be
cushioned while the impact on demand from positive
income effects should be maximized. At the same time,
future options should be promoted in order to help
developing countries adapt their regulations, so as to
achieve potential spill-over effects. In more detail, here are
5 tangible suggestions how this could be achieved38:

STEP 1: Complex rules of origin should be reduced as
much as possible or be eliminated
In a free-trade agreement, rules of origin define what
proportion of a product must have been actually produced
in one of the partner countries, in order to qualify for
tariff reduction. The more complex and restrictive such
rules are, the sooner a domestic exporter will cut back on
supplies obtained from third countries and replace them
with those from domestic suppliers. This can however be
doubly harmful. Important export opportunities are lost for
third countries, while the exporter from the mega-deal
country must switch to a more expensive domestic supplier
in order to comply with the origin rules. Even LDCs, which
already benefit from specific preferential market access
rules under WTO face preference erosion through this.
More complex rules of origin can mean higher bureaucratic
For more suggestions see: Felbermayr, G., W. Kohler, R. Aichele, G.
Klee, und E. Yalcin (2015), Mögliche Auswirkungen der Transatlantischen
Handels- und Investitionspartnerschaft (TTIP) auf Entwicklungs- und
Schwellenländer, Study for Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ)
38
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burdens and costs for firms in partner countries, so that
firms may prefer not to utilize existing trade preferences. A
reduction or elimination of such rules in favor of a freetrade principle would substantially moderate trade diversion
effects on third countries.

STEP 2: The mutual recognition of standards should be
extended to third countries
An essential aspect of TPP and especially TTIP is the
mutual adjustment or recognition of different production
standards. How far this recognition is extended to third
countries will determine the effect the TTIP will have on
the rest of the world. Having products mutually recognized
only if the producer of the goods is located in one of the
partner countries should be avoided. Instead, the source of
the supplier should be irrelevant, as long as the standards
of either the USA or the EU are respected. Ideally, to
verify

compliance

with

standards,

there

could

be

an

independent international inspection body coordinated and
supervised by the WTO. This could initially concentrate on
products and services that require less inspection and
supervision but later be extended to the inspection and
advising

inspection and

certification

agencies

of

third

countries.

STEP 3: Traditional trading partners should be involved at
an early stage
To mitigate any negative trade diversion effects of an
agreement from the outset, the opening of the agreement
should be announced at an early stage. Let’s take TTIP as
an example. TTIP partners should first approach their
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traditional, neighbor trading partners, such as Canada and
Mexico as part of NAFTA as well as Australia for the USA
and Norway, Switzerland or Turkey on the European side.
The potential opening of the agreement for the whole
NAFTA space would seem particularly appropriate, since
this trading area is already highly integrated. At a later
stage TTIP could be opened up to the other Pacific
Alliance countries (Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica and Peru).
An early opening of any mega-regional agreement to
traditional

trading

partner

countries

(developing

and

developed) would not only reduce trade diversion effects
but, because of their economic interactions with other
world trading regions, these countries would serve as
decisive multipliers of the regulatory spillover processes
mentioned

earlier.

On

the

other

hand,

it

would

be

important to take into account the interests and needs of
a new member in a fair and balanced way so that poorer
countries

in

particular

would

not

become

unwilling

participants of deals they did not themselves negotiate.
In a next step, older, already existing bilateral agreements
between mega-regional countries and developing countries
could be updated and extended. The agreements should
extend beyond pure trade in goods to trade in services,
investments, etc. In addition to tariff elimination, regulatory
components should also be included. Like the previous
options, such a step would reduce the relative trade
disadvantages of third countries and diminish future trade
diversion effects.
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STEP 4: Future regulatory cooperation should be opened
to third countries
Agreements like the TTIP contemplate future regulatory
cooperation and adjustment in the form of so-called
“regulatory councils”. These should likewise be opened to
third

countries.

The

more

third

countries,

especially

developing countries, are integrated in these bodies, the
weaker the trade diversion effects would turn out to be.
Member countries of mega-regionals would also benefit
from the creation of “global” standards. However, it is
clear that an unlimited opening of the bodies would not
be

really

effective

traditional

and

countries

should

or

functional.

central
be

trade

involved

Here

partners
initially,

too
of
along

only

the

mega-deal
with

an

institutional representation of emerging, middle and lower
income and least developed countries. The WTO would
also be worth considering in this context as a potential
forum for establishing new, more inclusive international
regulatory councils.

STEP 5: The role of the WTO as advisor and mediator
should be strengthened
The role of the WTO as arbitrator, mediator and advisor
on the international trading stage will become ever more
relevant and necessary in the future. In view of worldwide
regional trade initiatives or “mega-regionals“, the demand
for the fair and open design of new and old trade
agreements, along with international information exchange
about them, will grow – as will dispute resolution both
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within and between large trade areas. The WTO must be
strengthened to play this role.
Even

if

the

importance

of

the

WTO

in

multilateral

negotiations and international contracts declines, the Doha
Round should at least be successfully concluded in a
more streamlined version. Considering the rhythm in the
ratification

process,

the

Trade

Facilitation

Agreement

signed in in Bali in 2013 should be implemented, at least
in the

medium

term,

leading to a further

worldwide

reduction of multilateral tariff and non-tariff barriers.

Conclusion
While negotiations for mega-regional free trade agreements
are on-going around the globe, Western nations are facing
reluctance towards trade deals like the TTIP and TPP in
particular

and

a

growing

tendency

of

preferred

protectionism from the public in general. Recent statements
by European politicians in Germany, France and Brussels
have put a successful conclusion of TTIP negotiations into
question. As far as TPP is concerned, the agreement has
been signed in early 2016 but has yet to be ratified by
the member states’ parliaments and especially in the US,
and the deal seems to have lost a lot of its original
support.
Yet this piece has shown that, at
least as far as the effects of such
agreements

on

countries

are

regional

trade

developing

concerned,

mega-

agreements

might

“A strengthened WTO would

be needed, to act as advisor,
facilitator and mediator between
developed mega-regional
countries and developing third
party countries.”

not be as fatal as critics seem to view it. On the contrary,
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models show that in most cases third party developing
countries stand to benefit from such agreements. If trade
diversion effects can be minimized and positive income
effects due to higher external demand can be maximized,
overall

income

effects

for

most

developing

countries

should be positive and can in some cases grow quite
substantial. For developing countries relying on commodity
exports a warning has to be made not to over-rely on
those sectors but rather to use the increased GDP gains
to diversify and broaden their economies to guarantee not
just today’s growth, but that of tomorrow and the day
after as well. A strengthened WTO would be needed, to
act as advisor, facilitator and mediator between developed
mega-regional

countries

and

developing

third

party

countries.

“While incomes per capita

might rise in a country, this does
not mean that every individual
in that country automatically
will be better off.”

Finally it has to be said that
while this piece examines the
potential

economic

consequences of mega-regionals
for developing countries, it does

not address the question of GDP distribution and inclusivity
within the developing countries. Thus, while incomes per
capita might rise in a country, this does not mean that
every individual in that country automatically will be better
off. It is possible that some people might have to stem the
costs of increased globalization while others reap the
benefits and especially LDCs will need specific measures
as well as additional support, technical assistance and Aid
for Trade in order to be able to have a share in the
benefits or, at least contain the negative effects of megaregionals.
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Megadeals

will

most

probably

be

a

fact

of

life

in

international trade. While they can be constructed so as to
minimize any negative impact and to maximize positive
impacts on non-participating developing countries, they will
always remain a second best solution. There is no remedy
to the following issues:
-

The rules will be made by the bigger trading
partners and poorer, small developing countries will
be reduced to rule takers, not rule makers;

-

The megadeals will address the trading issues of
interest to the more powerful nations and the
specific interests of poorer countries will be ignored.

Less developed countries, which are unwilling or unable to
participate in megadeals need to strengthen the inclusive
multilateral system i.e. the WTO by:
-

Not opposing megadeals, but trying to influence
their rules so that they can also benefit from those
deals;

-

Try to link those deals to progress in the inclusive
trading system covering their specific interests within
the WTO;

-

Request that megadeals contain positive measures
in favour of poorer developing countries to help
them to integrate their economies into the global
value chains – and not only at the bottom by
providing the primary products.
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Defining the 21st century governance Impact of TPP on global trade
governance
By Xinquan TU, Dean and Professor, China Institute for
WTO Studies, University of International Business and
Economics
3 June 2016

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is widely considered as
a great challenge for the multilateral trading system.
However, in a more historical perspective, the TPP could
be

considered

as

a

pathway

to

the

next

stage

of

multilateralism. Whether this is going to happen or not
finally

depends

on how many

peoples

and

countries

accept the principles and values of the TPP.

Multilateralism and leadership
The multilateral trading system is not inherent all the time
but an historical process. When the GATT was created, it
was

hardly

a

multilateral

organization but more like a “club
of developed countries”. But its
non-discrimination

“The multilateral trading

system is not inherent all the
time but an historical process.”

principles

attracted more and more countries into it, making it
multilateral

finally

during

the

Uruguay

Round

which

included more than one hundred parties. In particular, the
period

from

1990

to

2008
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marked

the

climax

of

globalization and multilateralism. There were a bunch of
good conditions in favor of multilateralism, such as the
end of the Cold War, the unprecedented dominant position
of the United States, the proliferation of the neoliberalist
doctrine

and

the

Washington

consensus. With China’s

membership in 2001, the WTO could claim to be a truly
multilateral organization.
Until recent years, multilateralism has been flourishing for
almost seventy years. Under the GATT/WTO system, all
major economies are voluntarily compliant with the same
set of international trade rules. This is an absolutely great
achievement in human history. However, it is subject to
certain

“The two conditions of

conditions.

conditions

multilateralism are the
leadership of a hegemon and the
existence of a shared ideology.”

go

While

away,

it

these
could

possibly fade out. In my opinion,
the

two

conditions

of

multilateralism are the leadership

of a hegemon and the existence of a shared ideology. The
hegemon in the multilateral trading system is undoubtedly
the United States. Its willingness and capability to provide
the necessary leadership is critical to the birth and
expansion

of

multilateralism.

Meanwhile,

economic

neoliberalism became the dominant ideology all over the
world in the 1980’s and 1990’s. Market-oriented reforms in
China and India highlighted the victory of free market
economy. However, a low comes after a high. Since the
2008 global financial crisis, multilateralism has lost its
momentum and especially its leader. The United States is
no longer powerful enough to force emerging economies
to liberalize and is not willing to tolerate them not to
liberalize because the emerging economies don’t fully
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believe

in

free

market

economy

but

prefer

more

governmental interventions. Without a common leader or a
shared

ideology,

the

multilateral

system

experiences

difficulties to move on. LIDCs, and especially LDCs, have
been enjoying Special and Differential Treatment (S&DT)
under the WTO framework. The deadlock of multilateralism
will surely impair their interests. Some commitments on
preferences to LDCs in Doha Round could be delayed or
even nullified. However, LIDCs have a little say in the
power politics of the world trading system. What they can
change

is

themselves.

While

outside environment is important
for

their

capabilities

development,
and

domestic

endeavors

are

vital. The ability to adjust to the

“The United States always

believes that its multinational
firms will win as long as other
countries have no barriers or
governmental supports.”

changing environment is also one of them.

The TPP considered as a palliative to inertia?
Therefore, the TPP is a reasonable and natural choice for
the US government facing divergent interests and minds in
the WTO. The TPP is quite similar to the GATT at its
beginning. A new set of rules among a like-minded group
of countries are designed to shape the future global trade
governance. The US should not be blamed for being selfinterested. It is just responding to the changing world
situation with a new approach of organization. What the
US is insistent on is to keep further liberalization in trade.
The United States always believes that its multinational
firms will win as long as other countries have no barriers
or governmental supports. The values of free and fair
trade and investment underpin every provision of the TPP.
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However, the impact or fate of the TPP depends on how
many peoples and countries accept the principles and
values in the TPP. For now, it is still quite unclear. Even
inside

the

United

States,

candidates

oppose

it,

all

behind

the

leading

which

is

presidential

the

strongest

sentiment of anti-globalization and raising populism in the
United States in recent decades. One of the main reasons
is that during the last two decades, income disparity in
the US has increased and most American middle class
people have not got income raise. The Harvard Professor
Dani Rodrik once pointed out the political trilemma among
hyper-globalization,

democratic

politics

and

national

sovereignty which is happening in the case of the TPP.
Actually, what the TPP is working hard to push is exactly
the hyper-globalization as Professor Rodrik defined it. A big
part of TPP rules touch upon behind-the-border measures
which will possibly have great effect on domestic affairs
such

as

labor,

environment,

State

Owned

Enterprises

(SOEs), anti-corruption, e-commerce, etc. All these rules will
require members to transfer critical national sovereignty,
especially for those less developed countries. Meanwhile, in
those developed countries, the distribution effect of hyperglobalization is not in favor of labor with less mobility.
Even according to USITC39 official evaluation, the additional
US GDP growth gained from TPP will only amount for
0.15%. This means that the main benefits of TPP will not
be enjoyed by people residing in the US. The last two

39

United States International Trade Commission (Editor’s note).
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decades have proven that the distribution of globalization
dividends favor richer people. It would be difficult to
convince the ordinary American people that this even
higher hyper-globalization would be good for them.

Conclusion
The current world might not so urgently need further
hyper-globalization. The stalemate of the Doha Round has
proven the divergences between rich and poor countries
while the possible failure of TPP
ratification will show disagreements

“The current world might not so
urgently need further hyperglobalization.”

between rich and poor peoples, in
addition

to

divergences

among

countries. Therefore, the key issue here is not which
liberalization

approach

is

better,

but

what

kind

of

liberalization should be pursued. There is a Chinese saying:
“great haste is not always good speed”. Major economies
should pay more attention to domestic adjustment needed
to adapt to globalization. The globe is destined to be
globalized.

So

a

smoother

process

might

important that the final target. Just be patient.
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be

more
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Promises and Pitfalls of Plurilateralism The Future of the Global Trade System
from a Development Perspective
By Clara Brandi, German Development Institute40
1 July 2016

The multilateral trading system is currently in dire straits.
Bilateral, regional and mega-regional trade agreements are
undermining

the

centrality

of

the

World

Trade

Organizations (WTO) as a negotiation forum more than
ever.

Bilateral

and

regional

agreements

continue

mushrooming around the world and more and more socalled mega-regional trade agreements are emerging. The
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), the
Transpacific

Partnership

(TPP)

and

the

Regional

Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) represent a
trend towards an increasingly strong regionalisation of
trade policy via preferential trade agreements and a
progressive market opening outside the confines of the
multilateral WTO.

Dr Clara Brandi is a Senior Researcher and Project Leader in the
Department “World Economy and Development Financing” at the German
Development Institute / Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE) in
Bonn. Clara Brandi studied economics at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and at the Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Freiburg, where her
Master thesis won the Friedrich-August-von-Hayek-Award (2004). As
Michael-Wills-Scholar, she completed the MPhil in Politics at the
University of Oxford (2006). She received her PhD from the European
University Institute, Florence (2010).
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At the same time, the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development

and

the

Sustainable

Development

Goals

(SDGs) underline the need for reforming the global trading
system. The 2030 Agenda ascribes, among other things, an
enabling framework to the international trading system and
calls for the implementation of the principle of nondiscrimination. More debate is needed about whether and
how the multilateral trading system can contribute to
achieving the SDGs and what type of reforms of the WTO
this might demand.
While the dispute settlement system
and the monitoring functions of the
WTO

continue

to

work

well,

the

negotiation pillar has come under

“It is becoming increasingly

clear how difficult it is to agree
on new multilateral trade
rules.”

more and more strain. It is becoming increasingly clear
how difficult it is to agree on new multilateral trade rules.
A successful conclusion of the Doha negotiations has been
out of reach for many years and, in 2015, for the first
time, several influential WTO members officially called for
the Doha negotiations to be abandoned. While developing
countries

wished

to

continue

with

negotiations,

industrialized nations, chief among them the United States,
called for an end to the Doha Round.
The WTO members must consider how they can make
quicker headway in negotiations on new trade rules. At the
same time it must be ensured that developing countries
can play a key role in shaping the trade rules of the
future.

The rise of plurilateral agreements
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A

currently

approach

much-discussed

for

an

augmented

and

increasingly-practiced

use

of

the

negotiation

function under the auspices of the WTO consists in
greater emphasis being placed on plurilateral agreements.
Plurilateral agreements are agreements that are negotiated
within

a

group

of

like-minded

countries,

which

have

converging interests in a certain area and are therefore
willing to take steps towards deeper integration.
In principle, three different kinds of plurilateral agreements
can be distinguished: firstly,

“While plurilaterals may not be

ideal for many WTO members, the
plurilateral route is still preferable to
a steady increase in the number of
mega-regional agreements.”

so-called inclusive plurilateral
agreements

like

Information
Agreement

the

Technology
(ITA)

currently

or

the

negotiated

Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA). Inclusive plurilateral
agreements are negotiated under the auspices of the WTO
and benefit non-members on the basis of the most
favoured

nation

(MFN)

principle

that

stipulates

that

preferences that are granted to one WTO member have to
be extended to all members. Such inclusive agreements
are not easy to initiate since a “critical mass” in terms of
participating countries and their share of world trade is
needed, with the threshold customarily taken to be 90%.
Secondly, so-called exclusive agreements like the currently
negotiated agreement on public procurement (GPA) are
also negotiated under the auspices of the WTO but do
not include the MFN principle and therefore benefit only
those

countries

plurilateral

which

agreements

sign
like

the
the

agreement.
Trade

in

Thirdly,
Services

Agreement (TiSA) are negotiated completely outside of the
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WTO and do not include an MFN commitment for nonmembers. The focus of this think piece is on plurilateral
agreements that are negotiated under the auspices of the
WTO – as they offer potential to inject new dynamism into
the

WTO

negotiations

function

and

safeguard

the

multilateral system as a forum to negotiate future trade
rules.
More

“The plurilateral route is still

preferable to a steady increase in
the number of mega-regional
agreements such as TTIP and
TPP.”

leeway

agreements
under

the

for

that

plurilateral

are

auspices

of

negotiated
the

WTO

might seem to offer a promising
reform route for the WTO. While
plurilaterals may not be ideal for

many

WTO

members,

especially

those

that

are

not

involved in their negotiation, the plurilateral route is still
preferable to a steady increase in the number of megaregional agreements such as TTIP and TPP, which entail
even more disadvantages for those countries that are not
at the negotiation table. 41 At the same time, from a
development perspective, the final verdict on promises and
pitfalls of plurilateralism crucially depends on how they are
put in practice and how they are governed.
In contrast to preferential trade agreements, including the
increasingly

important

mega-regionals,

plurilateral

agreements that are negotiated under the umbrella of the
See also Berger and Brandi (2015), « What should development
policy actors do about the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP)?” German Development Institute / Deutsches Institut
für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE), Briefing Paper 1/2015 ; Berger and Brandi
(2016), “The G20 and the future of the global trading system”, German
Development Institute / Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE),
Briefing Paper, 10/2016.
41
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WTO

tend

to

safeguard

greater

inclusiveness

and

transparency, a tighter link with WTO processes and more
coherence regarding the multilateral dispute settlement
mechanism. Moreover, plurilateral ones, at least exclusive
plurilateral agreements such as the GPA, must be approved
by the entire WTO membership when they are brought
under Annex 4 of the WTO Agreement.
Insofar as exclusive plurilateral agreements can be adopted
only if all WTO members eventually agree to them and if
participation is voluntary, why should there be reasons to
worry about some members going ahead and negotiating
plurilateral agreements?

Concerns from a development perspective
One worry is that smaller groups of like-minded countries
will set the rules of the game for the issue areas they
address and countries outside of the agreements are
forced to comply with those rules. The concern is that
there is a first-mover advantage that will in all likelihood
work in favour of countries that are capable of effectively
negotiating the substance of the trade rules that are
under discussion in the context of plurilateral agreements
– but not in favour of LDCs and many other developing
countries.
Still, it could be argued that it would be beneficial for the
future

of

the

global

trading

system

to

permit

more

‘variable geometry’ under the auspices of the WTO. As
mentioned above, one important reason is that more
leeway for plurilateralism might be regarded as significantly
better than the current situation, in which WTO members
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are increasingly opting for preferential trade agreements,
which

offer

less

transparency,

fewer

accession

opportunities and less trade benefits and are in effect
escape any sort of multilateral disciplines altogether.

Reforming the consensus constraint?
So how could new plurilateral dynamism be injected into
the WTO negotiation function? Existing WTO rules currently
make it challenging for WTO members to opt for certain
forms

of

plurilateralism

as

compared

to

negotiating

preferential trade agreements: one key limit for exclusive
plurilateral agreements under the umbrella of the WTO is
that their incorporation into the WTO requires unanimity.
One might argue that this rule should be relaxed, for
example, through a move towards a weaker majority rule,
in order to foster plurilateralism.42
Such a move away from consensus in the multilateral
trading system might indeed strengthen efficiency and
foster plurilateral negotiations under the umbrella of the
WTO. At the same time, it could undermine the WTO’s
legitimacy
developing

by

making

countries

it
to

more

challenging

safeguard

their

for
needs

small
and

interests.43 This might speak in favour of sticking to the
consensus

requirement:

agreements

which

are

it

ensures

regarded

as

that
harmful

plurilateral
by

non-

Arguments in favour of relaxing the consensus constraint for
plurilateral agreements have been put forward, for example, by TijmesLhl (2009), ‘Consensus and Majority Voting in the WTO’, World Trade
Review, 8; Hoekman and Mavroidis (2015), “WTO ‘à la carte’ or ‘menu
du jour’? Assessing the Case for More Plurilateral Agreements”, Journal
of International Economic Law 26(2).
43
See also Jones (2014), Which Way Forward for the WTO? The
Plurilaterals Debate, GEG Programme Background Note, Oxford.
42
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participating

states

can

be

opposed.

Moreover,

the

consensus rule helps to ensure that plurilateral agreements
are in line with multilateralism.
Are

there alternative reform options

that not only make the multilateral
trading system more efficient, but also
safeguard that it is inclusive? One

“Free-riding on the

liberalization of others does not
automatically generate gains for
developing countries.”

alternative possibility for reform would
be to define clear criteria for when a member may use its
veto in the context of plurilateral agreements. Countries
that reject

a

plurilateral

agreement

should

make

the

reasons for their stance public and provide an explanation,
which

would

strongly

constrain

options

for

‘tactical’

rejections.44

Governing plurilateral agreements through a “code of
conduct”
How could the concerns by non-members about plurilateral
agreements be addressed? WTO members could agree on
a “code of conduct” for them to be negotiated under the
umbrella of the WTO.45 Such a code of conduct could, for
example, demand that their membership is voluntary. The
This has been discussed, for instance, by Jones (2014), Which Way
Forward for the WTO? The Plurilaterals Debate, GEG Programme
Background Note, Oxford; Hoekman and Mavroidis (2015), “WTO ‘à la
carte’ or ‘menu du jour’? Assessing the Case for More Plurilateral
Agreements”, Journal of International Economic Law 26(2).
45
Such a proposal has been supported, for example, by Lawrence
(2006), “Rulemaking amidst Growing Diversity: A ‘Club of Clubs’ Approach
to WTO Reform and New Issue Selection”, Journal of International
Economic Law 9(4); Draper and Dube (2013), “Plurilaterals and the
Multilateral Trading System”, E15 background paper; Hoekman and
Mavroidis (2015), “WTO ‘à la carte’ or ‘menu du jour’? Assessing the
Case for More Plurilateral Agreements”, Journal of International
Economic Law 26(2).
44
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guidelines could also include mechanisms that identify how
countries

can

join

an

Moreover,

the

code

existing

of

plurilateral

conduct

should

agreement.

demand

that

plurilateral agreements are transparent to the extent that
all

WTO

members

are

able

to

monitor

the

relevant

processes. In addition, it should be ensured that the issue
under

negotiation

has

extensive

support

among

WTO

members.
If such a code of conduct is followed and as long as the
benefits of plurilateral agreements are extended to all
WTO members – are all relevant concerns addressed? No,
because,

from

a

development

perspective,

it

is

not

sufficient to say that a plurilateral agreement is adequate
as long as it is in line with the MFN principle of nondiscrimination. One key reason is that free-riding on the
liberalization of others does not automatically generate
gains for developing countries. Current and future trade
negotiations focus more on setting a new regulatory
agenda than on reducing tariffs and the danger for small
countries is that they will be pushed to conform to
regulatory

standards

set

by

big

market

players.

For

countries not involved in the plurilateral negotiations, this
raises the question of whether pioneering activities of a
small coalition of the willing are setting the stage for
future trade rules that are not in their interest. Plurilateral
agreements tend to contain far-reaching issues which are
predominantly in the interests of a first mover alliance.
These interests do not necessarily meet the interests of
developing countries.
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One additional major problem is that not all countries will
be able to engage in the negotiation of a plurilateral
agreement, let alone on an equal footing. As LDCs are
less

likely

to

participate

in

plurilateral

negotiations,

granting them all of the benefits of what is agreed in their
context on a non-reciprocal basis would help reduce the
extent of any discrimination and contribute to making socalled exclusive plurilaterism more inclusive.
The

debate

about

plurilaterals

from

a

development

perspective has to be broadened: if agreements are to
support development, LDCs need
more

than

extension

a

of

non-reciprocal
market

access

opportunities because the value of

“The WTO should continue

being used as a negotiation
forum or at least as an umbrella
for plurilateral negotiations.”

extending market access will depend on the capacity of
the LDCs to make use of whatever is agreed among the
members of the plurilateral agreement. In practice, LDCs
may not have the capacity to benefit from market access
opportunities.
incorporate

Plurilateral
longer

agreements

transition

periods

should
for

therefore
LDCs

and

technical assistance and capacity building which helps to
safeguard

that

those

participating

in

plurilateral

negotiations, above all LDCS, should be provided with the
preconditions, as part of the agreement, to implement the
plurilateral and benefiting from it.
Conclusion
The focus of this think piece has been on plurilateral
agreements under the auspices of the WTO and on their
potential

to

foster

negotiations
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under

the

multilateral

umbrella – with special attention being paid to their
promises and pitfalls from a development perspective. At
the same time, there is also a need to pay attention to
plurilateral negotiations that take place outside the WTO,
such as TiSA. Such agreements might become increasingly
relevant if the WTO does not provide sufficient room of
manoeuvre for plurilaterals to develop under its umbrella.
This would be regrettable since the WTO should continue
being used as a negotiation forum or at least as an
umbrella for plurilateral negotiations, not least because it
is more inclusive than bilateral and regional negotiations,
which are currently growing in importance.
As WTO members debate reform proposals, they need to
ensure not only that the efficiency of the WTO negotiation
function is improved, but also that the multilateral trading
system is inclusive and contributes to deliver for the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development. Not addressing these
challenges would undermine the WTO long-term legitimacy
and effectiveness and thereby put at risk one of the
corner-stones of global economic governance. Against this
background, we need stronger debate about the potential
and the challenges of plurilateralism from a development
perspective – above all in terms of how future plurilateral
agreements are to be governed and how to agree on an
adequate “code of conduct” which takes the needs and
interests of developing countries into consideration.
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Plurilateral agreements: the new normal
at the WTO or the end of the inclusive
multilateral system?
Nicolas Imboden
September 2017
Introduction
Plurilateral agreements are not new. They have been
implemented

in

previous

rounds

and

the

Information

Technology Agreement (ITA) is the latest example of such
negotiating approach. Looking at history, the Uruguay
Round was an anomaly: plurilaterals could arguably be
seen

as

“business

as

usual”.

The

Nairobi

Ministerial

Declaration has not solved the basic differences among
the WTO members on what to negotiate or how to
negotiate:
“[M]any Members reaffirm the Doha Development Agenda …
Other Members do not reaffirm the Doha mandates, as
they believe new approaches are necessary to achieve
meaningful outcomes in multilateral negotiations. Members
have different views on how to address the negotiations.”
“[S]ome wish to identify and discuss other issues for
negotiation; others do not.”

Nairobi Ministerial Declaration, paragraphs 30 and 34
Since Nairobi, the negotiators have attempted to ignore
this basic obstacle and to continue to negotiate on
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specific topics. However, the lack of consensus of what
should be negotiated and how seems to preclude any
major breakthrough. Rather than address the basic issue,
members seem to lower their ambitions for MC-11 and
struggle to find at least some minor convergences and
declarations to avoid a clash in Buenos Aires.
The change in the US administration has had the effect
that US trade policy is being redefined, giving bilateral
deals

priority

negotiations.

over

regional,

This

has

plurilateral

also

or

affected

multilateral

the

on-going

negotiations on plurilaterals (Trade in Service Agreement
TISA,

Environmental

Agreement
currently

EGA)
in

Goods

which

limbo.

What

“The lack of consensus of what

are

should be negotiated and how seems
to preclude any major
breakthrough.”

the

final trade policy of the US will

be is still uncertain. However, it seems probable that the
US administration’s interest in the so called new subjects
will continue and that the plurilateral approach would be
the lesser evil for the United States than the inclusive
system of the WTO.
Whatever, it seems probable that some WTO members,
frustrated by the inclusive multilateral process, will revert,
sooner or later, to plurilateral negotiations as one of the
means to jump start the negotiations. A majority of the
developing

countries

and

most

developing

countries

(LIDCs)

of

oppose

the
the

low

income

plurilateral

approach arguing that it undermines the inclusive system,
reduces (and overstretches) their negotiation capacity and
erodes the concept of Special and Differential Treatment.
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This paper argues that LIDCs, which are largely excluded
from

such

agreements,

need

to

define

a

pro-active

position regarding the plurilaterals. This needs to happen,
since LIDCs’ opposition to plurilaterals will not preclude the
other members to define the trading system of the 21st
century without them: (i) WTO members are allowed to go
further

than

WTO

commitments

in

their

liberalization

efforts as long as they respect the Most Favored Nation
(MFN) clause (art.2) and nothing at the WTO prevents
them to do this together with some other countries i.e.
plurilaterally; (ii) WTO explicitly recognizes the instruments
of plurilateral agreements (Annex 4) which are excluded
from the MFN disposition (art. 3.2) provided that they have
been approved by consensus decision; (iii) WTO members
are also allowed to conclude discriminating agreements
outside WTO (art. 24 in GATT and art. 5 in GATS)
provided those agreements cover the large majority of the
trade between the member countries concerned. Most
importantly, WTO members do not need the LIDCs to
negotiate plurilaterally as they can achieve a critical mass
of world trade - which is needed for such agreements to
function - without them. The LIDCs can try to prevent
those agreements from being incorporated into the WTO
legal framework by opposing a decision to include them
into

the

Annex

4.

However,

such

a

position

only

encourages other member countries to negotiate those
agreements outside the WTO, which is neither in the
interest of the multilateral trade system nor of the LIDCs.
It is, therefore, believed that the interests of LIDCs would
be best served if they decide to reconsider their current
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stance and define their position with a view to taking a
more differentiated approach.
Different types of plurilaterals and their effect on the
inclusive system and the LIDCs
There are essentially three types of plurilaterals with rather
different effects on the multilateral system and on WTO
member countries which are not part of them:
1.

Plurilaterals,

the

benefits

of

which

are

extended to all WTO members i.e. which respect the
MFN clause of WTO. These agreements do not
discriminate against LIDCs. In fact the non-members
of

the

plurilaterals

liberalization

get

agreed

the

upon

benefit

within

the

of

the

plurilateral

agreement without having to make any concessions.
The ITA is one of those agreements. LIDCs have
mostly

tolerated

such

agreements

without

participating in them, at least not in large numbers.
However,

those

development

agreements

of

LIDCs

do

and

affect both
the

the

multilateral

negotiations in the following ways: (i) They diminish
their attractiveness for investments and their access
to foreign markets.

Value chains will include in

their production chains those countries that follow
the

best practices

exclude

those

in terms

which

are

of

trade and will

imposing

unnecessary

burden(s) to trade and investments. This is one
reason why LIDCs might consider their participation
in such agreements by principle; (ii) Plurilaterals will,
in

principle,

be

initiated
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by

the

bigger

trading

partners on subjects which are of interest to them.
By not participating in the plurilateral negotiations,
the interests of the LIDCs will be ignored and the
priorities of the Doha Development Agreement (DDA)
will be changed; (iii) If the big trading partners
satisfy their offensive interests through plurilaterals,
their interests in the multilateral negotiations, the
only forum where LIDCs can defend their interests
efficiently, will be diminished: their readiness to
make

concessions

to

come

to

a

multilateral

consensus on issues of marginal interest to them
may well be affected, if their offensive interests are
already covered.
2.

Plurilaterals, the benefits of which are not

multilateralized:

These

agreements

need

a

consensus decision of the WTO members to be
included into the WTO legal framework under Annex
4. The Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) is
one example. Obligations and benefits are limited to
those members who signed the agreement. Such
agreements cover mostly measures that are within
the domestic realm and that can be applied in a
discriminative way; they allow members willing and
able to go further in their obligations than the
entirety

of

objectives.

the
LIDCs

WTO members
are

not

to

pursue

participating

in

their
such

agreements and have a negative attitude towards
them. As a matter of fact the Annex 4 procedure
no longer achieves the consensus decision required.
The issues for LIDCs of such agreements are the
following: (i) those agreements are defining best
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practices for issues of the 21st century as they
cover substantially all trade. Often, LIDCs will de

facto be obliged to follow those practices if they do
not want to be excluded from major markets; (ii)
the rules of the 21st century thereby will be defined
exclusively without taking into account the special
situation and interests of the LIDCs; (iii) as those
agreements cover the major trading partners and
substantially all trade, they will be the blueprint for
multilateral rules at a later stage; (iv) the priorities
of the DDA are de facto changed.
3.

Plurilaterals concluded outside WTO: WTO

members

are

free

to

conclude

plurilateral

agreements on any subject provided they cover
substantially all trade among them. Opposition by
the LIDCs to the Annex 4 procedure thus forces the
member countries interested in plurilaterals to do
them

outside

WTO

more

or

less

outside

the

scrutiny of the international community. This is the
case of the TISA process (although the possibility of
using the Annex 4 procedure is not excluded yet).
This scenario is the worst
one

as

it

leads

establishment

of

to
a

the
rules

framework outside the WTO
that is not submitted to the
WTO

Dispute

Settlement.

“Plurilaterals can be considered as
an instrument to get the Doha
negotiations started again and to
create momentum to jump start
overall negotiations.”

Needless to say, those agreements will not take
into account the interests of non-members and will
substantially

weaken

system.
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the

inclusive

multilateral

Plurilaterals as a threat to the Doha Development Round
Plurilaterals can be considered and indeed are seen by
some WTO members as an instrument to get the Doha
negotiations started again and to create momentum to
jump start overall negotiations.

These countries believe

that – given the deadlock in the overall negotiations – it is
essential to advance at least sectorally to show that the
negotiations are not dead and can lead to results. By thus
creating

momentum,

it

is

believed

that

the

overall

negotiations will have a better chance to start again when
the present deadlock is solved. This might happen if all
parties considered plurilaterals only as a substitute for the
overall negotiations during the present blockage and not
as a substitute to the overall negotiations in general.
This might be a credible scenario if the plurilaterals were
being negotiated under the Annex 4. However, if the
plurilaterals were imposed by bigger economic powers on
the rest of the WTO members, such a scenario would
seem less realistic.
Plurilaterals are a game changer in the Doha Round:
-

Plurilaterals change the negotiating priorities:

The subjects are chosen according to the possibility
of attaining a critical mass of countries and not on
the

basis

of

politically

defined

priorities.

The

interests and priorities of bigger economies will in
all likelihood arrive more easily to a common
denominator and attain a critical mass according to
their interests than if

poorer countries, which have

only a minimal market share, were involved;
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The

-

development

concerns

–

which

are

predominant in the Doha mandate – are therefore
being

side

tracked.

It

is

very

unlikely

that

plurilaterals on the basis of interest of the poorer
countries can be organized and muster a critical
mass;
There

-

is

a

clear

danger

that

bigger

economies – once they have satisfied their major
interest

over

plurilaterals

agreements

–

will

no

longer be interested in coming to an agreement on
the remaining Doha issues. While this danger might
be

relatively

minimal

if

there

were

only

one

plurilateral agreement, the danger becomes very
acute if and when several plurilateral agreements
start to be seriously considered and negotiated. The
danger

that

one

plurilateral

will

lead to

other

plurilaterals cannot be underestimated. Indeed, it is
very likely that some countries – which membership
in plurilaterals is required to achieve a critical and
interesting mass – will agree to participate in the
plurilaterals, provided subject of their interest is
negotiated in parallel to another plurilateral.
It

would

dangerous

therefore
for

be
non-

participating poorer countries
to ignore the potential impact

“An offensive rather than a passive
“wait and see” attitude seems to be
required.”

of such plurilaterals on their objectives. An offensive rather
than a passive “wait and see” attitude seems to be
required. Countries that have a big interest in the Doha
Round and whose interest cannot be satisfied through the
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plurilaterals approach, i.e. the poorer developing countries
and the smaller developed countries, have an interest to
set the plurilaterals into a multilateral setting. This view is
supported by the fact that, at this stage, it seems
impossible to prevent that some countries engage in
plurilateral discussions. It might be possible to design
another negotiating approach that would combine the
advantages

of

the

plurilaterals

while

minimizing

the

plurilaterals’ potential negative impact on the Doha Round.
Possible strategies for LIDCs.
The first and most important defence against plurilaterals
for LIDCs is to constructively engage in the multilateral
negotiations. Refusing new topics – although LIDCs have
good arguments to do that – is not a winning strategy: it
will entice the bigger trading nations to negotiate them
outside

the

WTO,

which

the

LIDCs

cannot

refuse.

Engagement – the search for consensus building solutions
– is the answer to ensure that the interests of LIDCs are
expressed

and

heard

when

defining

the

21st

century

trading system. Negotiations are the art of the possible,
not the art of the best.
A possible strategy of LIDCs may be to make an attempt
to embed the plurilaterals approach into the multilateral
negotiation
minimum

framework.
conditions

They
that

may

should

want to
be

define

respected

the
when

negotiating plurilaterals in order to minimize their potential
negative impact on the multilateral approach of the Doha
Round. These would also be the conditions under which
the LIDCs would accept the results of the plurilaterals to
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be included in the Annex 4 agreements. It would be
important for third party countries to define those criteria
in a very moderate way i.e. only to enter the strict
minimum necessary to minimize the danger of plurilaterals
for the Doha Round. While this would not necessarily
“save” the Doha Round in its entirety, it would minimize
the damage by introducing some of the Doha Development
Round’s principles into the plurilaterals.
Such a proposal should be elaborated by a group of
countries which have different positions concerning the
plurilaterals. The group should include countries that are
interested in plurilaterals and that, because of their share
in world trade, are important to achieve the critical mass
plurilaterals require, but which are concerned about the
negative aspects of those agreements. Such countries
include

the

EU,

some

emerging

and

middle

sized

developed countries.
Negotiations should be initiated at the multilateral level to
determine if there can be a consensus on the conditions
for plurilaterals to be accepted by the
WTO community as a step forward in
the Doha Round rather than a new

“Clearly the above outlined
approach has its dangers.”

stumbling block. An agreement on such
an approach would be a very credible sign that the Doha
Round is seriously reviving and reinventing itself. Such an
approach

would

most

probably

require

changing

the

procedure of the decision-making on the Annex 4 from a
consensus

to

a

qualified majority

.

This would

help

avoiding that a small number of members are able to
block the majority to proceed with negotiations. Given the
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fact that plurilaterals do not impose any obligations on
non-willing members, such a change seems more than
justified.
Conclusion
Clearly the above outlined approach has its dangers. This
is true, but the likely alternative i.e. plurilaterals outside
the Doha Round is clearly less desirable. On the other
hand, this might not be an issue if the plurilaterals were
following certain carefully designed criteria that contribute
to ensure that the Doha Round continues to be relevant.
It will be certainly difficult to agree on the criteria that
need to be fulfilled to accept plurilaterals as a part of the
negotiation process within the multilateral system. The
criteria will have to be defined so that they do not negate
the advantages of the plurilateral approach i.e. they cannot
multilateralize the plurilaterals; they will have to be modest
and realistic so as not to be perceived as simply wanting
to make the plurilaterals impossible; they will have to be
considered

by

the

proponents

of

the

plurilaterals

as

legitimate to incite some of those countries to support it.
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Anti-Trade Backlash: Ignorance &
Abdication of Business “Elites”
By Jean-Pierre Lehmann, Emeritus Professor, IMD,
Lausanne, Switzerland, Founder The Evian Group
28 July 2016

The front-page story in today’s (25 July 2016) Financial
Times is that Donald Trump has suggested the US might
pull out of the WTO. I have also been receiving frequent
e-mails inviting me to “Rock Against the TPP”. As the
organisers

of

this

movement

put it:

“Join us

for

a

nationwide uprising and concert tour to stop the biggest
corporate

power

grab

in

history:

the

Trans-Pacific

Partnership”.
Looking back over the years since
the beginning of this century – and
the

launch

of

the

WTO

“The WTO does not matter
anymore! It’s history.”

Doha

Development Agenda (DDA) – it is clear that the “protest
community” has won, hands down. When you go to
Geneva these days and pass in front of the WTO, as
opposed to say the first decade of this century, you will
note the total absence of demonstrators. Why? Because
the WTO does not matter anymore! It’s history.
Therein lies a huge and complex paradox.

A brief review
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After World War Two, the world split ideologically into two
camps, the communist world and the capitalist (aka “free”)
world. The latter opened up borders to trade. The former
closed

them

autarchy.

The

and

adopted

former

policies

(communist)

of

state-controlled

world

continued

to

exercise considerable “soft” power – in addition to its
“hard” military power, as left-wing thought leaders in the
developed world kept urging the adoption of the socialist
model, while most Third World governments opted for a
Soviet model of economic (and political!) governance.
By 1989, the year the Berlin

“There is little doubt that the

Wall fell, it was a no-brainer.

closed protectionist nature of
Brazil’s economy accounts as one
of the main causes of this failure.”

As

the

capitalist

experienced

world

unprecedented

prosperity, the socialist world
stagnated. The only Third World economies that had
experienced rapid sustained growth and rising incomes
since the 1970s were those few that had opted for trade
and export-promotion strategies. These were the so-called
Asian NIEs (Newly Industrialised Economies) – Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan; they followed a
pattern set by the

Japanese economic miracle” of the

1960s, which in turn after its great reforms became the
case with the “Chinese economic miracle” of the 1990s
and 2000s.
Trade

is

indisputably

an

engine

of

growth.

Those

economies that have grown, in some cases flourished, had
active trade policies. Those societies that did not grow
and instead languished had reactive closed trade policies.
Note: this is not to say that trade per se is a guarantor
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of sustained growth, but is, as indicated, an indispensable
engine.
Prior to its opening up reforms of the early 1990s, India
wallowed in what was referred to as the “Hindu rate of
growth”. For a couple of decades Brazil was able to
achieve quite phenomenal growth – second only to Japan,
from a GDP per capita in 1950 of $960 to $4000 in 1980.
There it plateaued. Brazil, arguably the world’s biggest
economic disappointment of the last half-century, has yet
to succeed in escaping the middle-income-trap. There is
little doubt that the closed protectionist nature of Brazil’s
economy accounts as one of the main causes of this
failure.
Trade, while by no means the perfect silver-bullet, on
balance

is

positive.

Trade,

again

indubitably,

has

contributed substantially in this last quarter-of-a-century,
as economies throughout the world have opened up and
engaged

in

the

global

market,

to

massive

poverty-

reduction.

The great paradox
The great early 21st century paradox, therefore, is that
there should be such a universal populist backlash against
trade, given that trade has helped societies achieve so
much. There are, of course, many
reasons. The most critical is that
while growth has been generated, it
has not been well distributed. There

“While growth has been

generated, it has not been well
distributed.”

have been winners and there have been losers – and the
losers are angry. They are the ones who in the US have
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rallied euphorically to the anti-trade rhetoric of Donald
Trump, but also Bernie Sanders and, even if in more
muted terms, Hillary Clinton. She knows which way political
trade winds are blowing.
But there is another less discussed but no less compelling
reason: this is the yawning chasm in discourse between
the

main

executives

actors
and

and

beneficiaries

leaders,

and

the

of

trade,

business

remainder

of

the

population, those who perceive themselves as the losers,
and those who are at the sticky end of rising inequality.
There is no dialogue between the two. This, however, is in
a context where both sides suffer from ignorance. The
backlashers react viscerally to perceived threats from open
trade.

Business

leaders

seek

to

exploit

opportunities

emerging from trade, without the intellectual effort to
understand its deeper implications and articulate them.
What is needed is to sustain the opportunities through
more inclusive and dynamic policies. Inclusivity will arise
from dialogue in diversity. This is not happening.
I

have

been

actively

engaged

in

teaching

business

executive globalisation programmes since the establishment
of the WTO in 1995. One of the (not very popular!)
techniques I use is to set the executives what I call
“globalisation literacy tests”. These include fairly basic
questions on global governance institutions, in particular
on

the

functioning

of

the

WTO,

including

the

Doha

Development Agenda (DDA), trade policies and flows, the
adoption of open trade policies by developing countries,
the rise of China, etc. The questions are not particularly
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erudite;

they

would

“Globalisation 101”.

fit

easily

into

a

syllabus

of

The results, with occasional notable

exceptions, range from the terrible to the appalling. These
men and women are at the forefront of the globalised
economy,

yet

knowledge

of

they

have

very

globalisation,

little

including

understanding
the

history

or
of

globalisation.
In the early years of this century, following the launching
of the DDA and all the noise that ensued both between
governments and among the protest community, I would
take business executives to Geneva to meet with WTO
officials as well as members of civil society to engage in
dialogue and learn. After a few years, the project had to
be abandoned due to negative feedback and evaluations.
“Waste of time”, “better things to do”, “irrelevant to my
business”, “these guys are far too slow”, “business is in
the real world”, “global geopolitics are bunk”, “business is
about action”, etc, were among the responses. At a recent
event at IMD in Lausanne, a keynote speaker was UN
former director general Kofi Annan, who said that one of

“There is an absence of
intellectual curiosity.”

the greatest fault-lines of our age is
excessive short-termism. This applies to
the

business

community,

again,

with

notable exceptions, in spades.
I have observed a similar phenomenon in my travels. My
commitments require me to travel a great deal pretty
much across the planet, though mainly between Western
Europe and east and south Asia. On long-distance flights, I
invariably use business class. I find that business class
passengers (when not sleeping) are for the most part
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watching silly videos that require the IQ of a twelve year
old, or reading corporate briefs. One hardly ever sees one
reading a book on, say, the history and present condition
of trade, or the socio-economic conditions of China, or
the growth prospects and obstacles of Africa, or … . There
is an absence of intellectual curiosity. The state of the
world is taken for granted; no thought is given to its
fragilities and what business might do to strengthen the
global economic structure and institutional framework. The
point is often made that one of the main reasons for the
failure of the DDA has been the lack of business support. I
would agree with a caveat: it is not so much support that
has been lacking, but interest. No interest, no support.
There is on the part of too many business leaders a
desire to profit from globalisation, but no evidence of a
desire to learn, share or explain. We live in a truly
amazing period and in many respects, overall progress and
improvements

have

been

unprecedented.

In

a

highly

stimulating, indeed challenging book, Age of Discovery,
authors Ian Goldin and Chris Kutarna argue that this
current era is the New Renaissance, reminiscent in many
fundamentals to the Renaissance of half-a-millennium ago.
There are, as was the case in the 16th century, great
potential rewards, but also great risks.

Conclusion
As things stand in the summer of 2016, the risks seem to
be overwhelming the rewards. There are fractions within
societies – illustrated by the rise of populism and the
Trump syndromes – there are fractions within regions –
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illustrated by Brexit in Europe – and there are global
systemic fractions, - eg conflict between the established
hegemon, the US, and the rising global power, China –
and

the

growing

chasm

between

those

developing

countries that have been integrated in the global market
(eg

Vietnam)

and

those

that

remain

on

seemingly

perpetual periphery (most of Sub-Saharan Africa). Business
executives have a key role to play in mitigating the risks
and enhancing the rewards in a truly globally inclusive
manner. But in order to do so, business elites need to
understand what is happening, how we got to where we
are, what steps might be taken towards a more cohesive
world than is the lamentable
case at present.

“Business elites need to be less

If globalisation is not to fail,
as it has so dramatically in

ignorant, more educated, and assume
leadership responsibilities.”

the past, business elites need to be less ignorant, more
educated, and assume leadership responsibilities. For the
rewards of the New Renaissance to be reaped and spread,
the business elites need to be comprised of Renaissance
men and women. Nothing less is required for ensuring the
future of the WTO – and thereby inclusive, equitable,
sustainable and dynamic globalisation.
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WTO in danger: an opportunity to revive
the inclusive multilateral system.
Nicolas Imboden
17 November 2017

Bold actions are needed to save the inclusive multilateral
system
The philosophy of President Trump

“Unfortunately, the USA is

not the only WTO member that
has lost faith in the system: it is
simply the most outspoken one.”

threatens the very basic of the
multilateral system and the world
order

the

way

it

has

been

established over the last 50 years: (i) he does not believe
in

multilateral

rules

and

negotiations

and

wants

to

negotiate bilateral deals with various countries of interest
to the USA; (ii) he does not believe in trade as a nonzero sum game, but sees it as a short term deal in which
the objective is to get the biggest possible part of a finite
cake; (iii) he believes in intimidating other countries rather
than trying to find common ground.
Unfortunately, the USA is not the only WTO member that
has lost faith in the system: it is simply the most
outspoken one. Even if it is known that the US president
uses uncommon strong language announcing actions that
do not necessarily lead to action by the US Government,
it cannot be
system

is

in

overlooked that the multilateral inclusive
danger,

partly

self-inflicted:

(i)

it

is

traditionally argued that liberal, but multilaterally trade is
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beneficial to all countries and that it creates jobs but this
view is too undifferentiated: trade is creating winners and
losers and ignoring this has led to an anti-globalization
mood; (ii) WTO has not been effective in adapting the
world trade system to the substantial changes that have
taken place in the last 20 years: many leaders are
frustrated and have lost the belief in the functioning of
the WTO negotiation mandate; (iii) WTO has not been able
to show that the interests of all member countries are
better

served

by

multilateral

deals

rather

than

regional/bilateral agreements nor has it been able to
make

a

credible

case

that

the

two

are

mutually

reinforcing.46
The mission of WTO is to ensure that trade relations are
based on commonly agreed rules rather than on force or
economic might. This principle is now overtly put into
question. WTO, as the guardian of the legal framework of
trade

“The mission of WTO is to ensure
that trade relations are based on
commonly agreed rules rather than
on force or economic might.”

relations

is

thus

challenged in its essence:

(i)

there is no time to lose

to

put

to

up

a

united

front

defend the multilateral system;

(ii) first priority is creating a credible defense against
bigger

trading

powers

forcing

smaller

countries

into

Multilateral agreements and regional/bilateral deals are not mutually
exclusive: some issues, like subsidies are clearly better dealt with
multilaterally and certain trade obstacles can easier be addressed in
smaller groups. At the same time solutions found in smaller groups may
open up to deals at the multilateral level. However, some member
countries with large economies consider them as alternatives believing
that their national interests are easier and better served through
bilateral deals. Clearly, if those countries can satisfy their offensive
interests in bilateral deals, their interest in multilateral negotiations will
be drastically diminished.
46
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bilateral deals that are clearly biased and which they
cannot refuse given the economic power of the partner. To
create a credible threat against unfair bilateral deals, WTO
needs to decide that all members will retaliate if one of
its

members

is

forced

into

unfair

deals;

(iii.)

Most

importantly, the best defense of the multilateral system is
to make it more efficient i.e. substantial agreements, that
have to be negotiated swiftly : following this strategy
would isolate the members that are no longer ready to
play the game. This requires changes in the functioning of
WTO

and

in

its

decision

making.

“The rest of the world cannot follow

What are we waiting for?
The

mood

in

Geneva

is

an appeasement policy towards those
who turn the back to the inclusive
multilateral system.”

depressive and self-defeating: everybody seems to be in
limbo and waiting for some deus ex machina.

The only

hope seems to be that things might not turn out as bad
as it looks like. Wait and see is not the answer to the
present situation. The rest of the world cannot follow an
appeasement policy towards those who turn the back to
the inclusive multilateral system, but has to show that
such a position will hurt this country as much as it hurts
the rest of the world. Most countries (with the exception of
the big trading powers) cannot stand up to the pressure
by big trading partners. The rest of the world has to show
solidarity with each and every country that is unfairly
forced into deals. The world has to show that intimidation
is not the way to achieve national objectives.
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WTO is the only institution that can avoid a drift towards
the rule of force. It needs to take up this challenge. Two
actions are urgent:
-

Dispute settlement is one way, but may be
insufficient

to

stem

the

trend

towards

increase of unfair bilateral deals: (i)
may and will be ignored,

an

findings

if the opposite party

has no economic power; (ii) the DS process is –
in most cases - too long to tame protective
measures: the damage is already done by the
time the final decision is made; (iii) it is an
illusion that the DS will continue to work even if
the

negotiating

function

of

WTO

is

not

producing results: rules that no longer respond
to the needs of the market will lose authority.
The

strengthening

of

the

dispute

settlement

system has to be a priority: rather than reducing
it to the implementation of contracts, it has to
be extended to the spirit enshrined in WTO rules
i.e. that trade relations have to be based on the
rule of law not on force or economic might;
-

WTO

has

urgently

to

find

new

ways

to

reinvigorate its negotiation function and put it
on a new basis.
Criticism

of

the

inclusive

multilateral

system

is

not

unfounded
Let’s face it; the WTO has been rather ineffective in the
last 15 years to come to an agreement on modernizing
the trading system. The reasons are clear:
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-

The 164 members have very different specific
interests and most of them believe that they are
fine without a deal;

-

The complexity and specific interests of each
country has given each member enough reasons
to “hold out;

-

There are fundamental differences among the
member states on how the multilateral system
should function and what their role ( i.e. rights
and obligations) is;

-

Those members who needed and wanted a
better access to specific markets have been able
to satisfy their needs through FTAs and regional
agreements.

Clearly,

those

agreements

have

diminished the importance of the WTO for their
trade relations and thus their willingness to
make concessions to arrive to a deal;
-

The multilateral protection of the WTO legal
framework

was

taken

for

granted

and

was

unchallenged. It seemed not to need to be taken
care of.
Now that the multilateral system per se is put into
question most WTO members have again a common
purpose that they seem to agree on: it is essential to
protect the WTO. Indeed, there is a large consensus that
an

inclusive

multilateral

system

is

essential

to

the

functioning of international trade on the basis of rules
rather than might. This obviously does not mean that
additional rules cannot be made as long as they do
respect the principles enshrined in the multilateral system.
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By putting aside our narrow interests and concentrating on
the basic principles we all share, we have to show:
1. That the world is continuing to define the rules
of the world trading system - even without the
leadership

or

cooperation

of

some

of

its

important members;
2. That any coercion based on relative economic
might against one of the members is an attack
against the basic principles on which WTO is
based and will be responded collectively.
To achieve this we have to be united and move ahead
swiftly and with determination. Let us forget (at least for
the moment) our groupings and divisions and define
measures to strengthen our common resolve to save the
multilateral system.
Two urgent actions have to
be taken:

“The purpose is not to start a trade
war, but to avoid one.”

1. WTO has to present itself as a united block
against any intimidation by:
a. Declaring that any unfair action against
one of its members is an attack against
all;
b. Deciding

that

any

new

tariffs

or

discriminatory taxes against one of its
members – whether in contradiction of
multilateral rules or simply its principles will trigger a concerted response by all
WTO members.
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The purpose is not to start a trade war, but to avoid one,
since a credible threat will most probably keep powerful
trading nations from imposing tariffs/taxes on countries
that cannot defend themselves. A decision is urgent to
strengthen member states which are under pressure to
accept deals by economic force. With such a backing by
the international community, less powerful members could
most probably negotiate a fair deal with big trading
nations which then would also avoid the trade war.
2. WTO

has

to

show

that

it

is

relevant

and

functioning even if some leading nations do not
provide the expected support. Only a functioning,
relevant and efficient multilateral system will
convince member states to fully cooperate in
the multilateral system.
To achieve that, we have to promote a change of mind at
WTO:
Let us forget about the various groups and create and
alliance of all member states which are attached to the
inclusive multilateral system. First, a coalition of smaller
economies, whether developed or not, which have the
most to lose if the multilateral system fails to deliver
should define what is needed to protect smaller nations
against unwarranted intimidation of the big trading powers:
To keep alive the common good that WTO defends, we
urgently need specific meaningful measures to strengthen
the relevance of the multilateral system by reducing the
benefits (or increasing the cost) of unequal deals based
on economic might rather than rules. Mexico might be the
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perfect candidate to launch such an initiative provided
they can convince another country (a traditional friend of
the USA) to join in the leadership. Second, the major
trading powers, whether traditional or emerging, should fill
the void left by the USA and develop the trading system
of the 21st century. This can be achieved first by agreeing
among themselves on the principles which could lead to a
consensus and then submit their proposals to the WTO
membership to adapt it so that all members may adhere.
The European Union and China may take the leadership of
such an alliance
If all members put the common goal of saving the
multilateral system before their narrow national interests,
the present challenge to the system would have revived
and re-energized the inclusive multilateral system and all
member countries would have a clear incentive to join
again creatively and positively the international community.
Clearly such an approach would require substantial and
difficult changes in the functioning of WTO:
-

The rules would have to be changed concerning
the consensus as it is necessary to prevent a
small, but powerful number of members or a
larger coalition of members opposing the deal
from

being

able

to

torpedo

any

deal.

A

plurilateral approach – based on the principles
of WTO and to be negotiated within WTO would probably be necessary;
-

Plurilateral agreements should be supported by a
large majority including developing countries and
conditions under which those agreements are
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integrated into the legal WTO framework should
be defined. All members should be invited to
participate in the initial negotiations so that all
members of the plurilaterals are aware of the
discussions and can bring in their concerns.
However,

no

member

state

could

block

a

consensus. Those not willing or able to take on
the

obligations

worked

out

by

a

majority

covering most of international trade would have
to drop out.
-

Members should agree on principles concerning
development issues that should be adhered to
when

negotiating

discriminatory

agreements,

inside or outside WTO;
-

TISA membership should be expanded: China
(and maybe other emerging countries) should be
asked to join the negotiations on TISA and all
participants

should

agree

to

come

to

a

meaningful result in line with their interests and
the

importance

of

services

in

the

global

economy within one year.
MC 11 cannot be tampered over:
Expectations for results at the next Ministerial Conference
are very low. Substantive results seem out of reach.
However, simple reaffirming the centrality of WTO and the
need to speed up the negotiations will not be credible and
would further erode the system.
Concrete decisions on how to respond to the present crise
are needed. Such decisions may include the following:
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1. The principle of collective response to any threat
to the system and a commitment to elaborate
until the MC12 the conditions and the way such
a system should work;
2. An agreement of all (or largely all) members to
address the new issues within WTO and the
willingness to consider plurilateral solutions in
case a consensus is not possible among all
members, keeping the traditional DDA issues also
on the table;
3. The creation – at the Ministerial level – of a
negotiating group of not more than 12 members
covering major interests on the new issues with
the mandate to propose to MC12 the issues and
the method of negotiating them and/or specific
proposals for rules;
4. The principle that no country is exempted from
multilateral

obligations

whether

developed

or

developing, rich or poor, small or big. However,
the concessions by poorer developing countries
should

be

tailor

made

and

the

necessary

support should be provided so that they are
able to implement the commitments, possibly
within

transition

periods

adapted

to

their

individual situation;
5. Agreement on a new approach to agricultural
subsidies which puts food security at the center
of preoccupation and that reaffirms the right of
all member states to develop their agricultural
sector with support measures provided they are
not

hurting

other
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member

states

and

in

particular

the

net

food

importing

poorer

developing countries.
Crazy ideas?
-

Maybe, but these are crazy times which require
out of the box action.

-

Are there unsurmountable obstacles to such an
approach?

Certainly,

but

where

there

is

a

political will and a necessity, there is a way.
-

Are there difficult legal issues: certainly, but with
political will and good lawyers, solutions could
be found.
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